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Abstract of the Dissertation

Component-Oriented Programming Languages: Why, What, and How

by

Peter Hans Fröhlich

Doctor of Philosophy in Information and Computer Science
University of California, Irvine, 2003
Professor Michael Franz, Chair

In this dissertation, I investigate the notion of component-oriented programming languages. Simply put, a programming language is component-oriented if (and only if) it facilitates software development following the paradigm of component-oriented programming. Although this definition might not seem well-founded at first, it is exactly in this sense that we commonly speak of structured, modular, or object-oriented programming languages as facilitating software development following their respective paradigms.

The central question I address here is how component-oriented programming languages differ from programming languages for those earlier paradigms. This obviously requires an explanation of component-oriented programming as a software development paradigm as well. Given the “object hype” of the early 1990s, it should come as no surprise that even a paradigm that seems “revolutionary” at
first actually leads to mostly “evolutionary” improvements over earlier programming languages. While these improvements derive from the ideas of component-oriented programming, their applicability is not restricted to that setting. In this respect, they are similar to “classic” advances in programming languages such as the proscription against goto, the case instruction, or the introduction of explicit module constructs.

The main result I present in this dissertation is a framework of design decisions for component-oriented programming languages. This framework can be applied either to revisions of existing languages or to the design of new ones. I focus on the development of this framework, particularly on the development of the two novel language mechanisms it is based on: stand-alone messages and generic message forwarding. Using the example of Lagoon, I illustrate how the framework can be applied to the design and implementation of an actual programming language. Finally, I evaluate the framework (and thus Lagoon) in terms of new solutions to—sometimes long-standing—design and implementation problems drawn from both object-oriented and component-oriented programming.
Chapter 1

Introduction

At the present time I think we are on the verge of discovering at last what programming languages should really be like. I look forward to seeing many responsible experiments with language design during the next few years; and my dream is that by 1984 we will see a consensus developing for a really good programming language (or, more likely, a coherent family of languages).

— Donald E. Knuth [Knu74]

Programming languages are the bridge connecting software and hardware, the conceptual and the tangible poles of computer science. In a first approximation, software engineering drives programming language design while computer architecture drives programming language implementation [GJ97]. Thus, as long as these disciplines continue to evolve, programming languages will continue to evolve as well.

In this dissertation, I study the impact of component-oriented programming, an emerging software development paradigm [SGM02], on the design of programming languages. I contribute a novel framework for the macroscopic structure of component-oriented programming languages, the result of another “responsible experiment with language design” which hopefully brings us closer to Knuth’s dream. In this chapter, I give an overview of the “experiment” and the dissertation.
1.1 Problem

The classic idea of “mass-produced software components” has seen a resurgence of interest in recent years, although not in its “classic” form. In the wake of MCILROY’s landmark paper [McI69], software components were primarily understood as units of reuse. Produced and sold by component vendors, bought and integrated by application vendors, components would end up on a user’s machine as invisible parts of a “binary blob” called “application.”

In their “modern” form, software components are understood as units of extension instead and the complementary notion of a component framework has appeared [SGM02]. Components extend the functionality of frameworks, while frameworks provide execution environments for components. Furthermore, components and frameworks can be produced as well as integrated by any interested party at any time.¹ No longer invisible, “modern” software components retain an autonomous character as “binary blobs” in their own right, even after they are deployed on a user’s machine.

Figure 1.1 on the following page illustrates this approach to component software. A web browser, instead of being a monolithic application, is a framework responsible for managing network access and screen estate on behalf of components that provide user functionality. Composition is hierarchical since components of one framework can themselves be frameworks for further components. Composition is restricted by interfaces to ensure a functioning software system. Composition is dynamic since new components can be added to the system at runtime.

Software engineering has long recognized components as one of the few “silver bullets” that could alleviate the “software crisis” [Bro87]. Established software development paradigms have in fact consistently identified components with their primary abstraction mechanism (see Figure 1.2 on the next page):

- In structured programming, components are individual operations (i.e. procedures or functions); this includes MCILROY’s original paper [McI69].

¹Note that the “modern” view subsumes the “classic” view: Reuse is still practiced, but not exclusively by application vendors anymore. See Chapter 2 for the details.
**Figure 1.1:** Schematic view of a web browser in terms of components, frameworks, and interfaces (shown as arrows, omitted within Quicktime for clarity).

**Figure 1.2:** Evolution of programming language abstractions for components through various software development paradigms. (Dashed arrows indicate evolution, repeated arrows for recursive relationships omitted for clarity.)
In modular programming, components are *modules* that encapsulate a collection of related operations.

In object-oriented programming, components are *types* (i.e. *classes*), that again encapsulate a collection of related operations.

Of course, none of the established paradigms has in fact achieved McILROY’s original vision in this way.

For the emerging paradigm of *component-oriented programming*, a combination of all these abstraction mechanisms has been suggested instead [SGM02]: *Components are modules that encapsulate a collection of operations as well as a collection of types.* Component-oriented programming can thus be characterized as a combination of modular and object-oriented programming, and I will refer to this as the “standard model” of a component-oriented programming language (see Chapter 2). There are, however, several problems with this approach, for example:

- Interfaces must frequently be *combined* to enable composition with multiple frameworks. In the standard model, this can lead to *interface conflicts* which prevent otherwise legal compositions (see Chapter 3).

- Components must frequently be *adapted* to enable composition with frameworks they were not explicitly designed for. In the standard model, this can lead to the *fragile base class problem* which prevents successful adaptation (see Chapter 4).

- Conformance of components to interfaces must be (at least partially) *structural*. This is not commonly supported in either the modular or the object-oriented languages the standard model is based on (see Chapter 5).

More generally, while there is a consensus that *some* of the mechanisms from modular and object-oriented programming are necessary for component-oriented programming, the *exact* nature of their combination is rarely spelled out.
1.2 Approach

In order to solve the problems outlined above, I propose a novel design framework for the structure of component-oriented programming languages. I develop this framework from specific example problems that lead to two novel language mechanisms: stand-alone messages and generic message forwarding. The properties of these mechanisms allow their integration into a coherent framework which solves the problems outlined above:

- Any combination of two or more interface types is itself a valid interface type preserving all constituent messages.
- Implementation types can be adapted conveniently and without risk of the fragile base class problem.
- Conformance between interface and implementation types is structural yet safe down to the level of constituent messages.

The resulting design framework also supports minimal typing of parameters at component boundaries as well as retroactive supertyping, two concepts that support software evolution and refactoring. Using the framework, the problems of component reentrance can be addressed as well, and there are further applications in the areas of iteration abstractions, component framework extensibility, and design guidelines for behavioral subtyping.

1.3 Evaluation

Evaluating programming languages and language mechanisms objectively is notoriously difficult. While there is general agreement on the desirable qualities, no two books or articles seem to agree on the details. I therefore apply two complementary approaches to evaluate the language mechanisms developed in this dissertation, one comparative and one qualitative.
Comparative evaluations study related mechanisms in other programming languages as well as related design patterns and idioms. For the most part, I rely on established and validated programming languages instead of academic prototypes. These evaluations thus provide detailed analyses of the advantages and disadvantages relative to known standards.

Qualitative evaluations are based in part on the results of the comparative evaluations. I discuss the mechanisms I develop in terms of four core qualities, namely efficiency, flexibility, safety, and simplicity. To avoid misunderstandings, following are the definitions used herein:

**Efficiency:** An efficient programming language tries to associate fixed and preferably constant runtime costs with each mechanism it offers. Similarly, it tries to avoid mechanisms for which no such guarantee can be made.

**Flexibility:** A flexible programming language allows programmers freedom in combining and exploiting language mechanisms and provides mechanisms that are expressive enough to lead to straightforward solutions.

**Safety:** A safe programming language tries to detect as many programming errors as possible at compile time. Furthermore, it tries to avoid language mechanisms for which safety can not be enforced in this way. When a mechanism can neither be analyzed statically nor removed from the language, a safe language will at least guarantee detecting the error at runtime.

**Simplicity:** A simple programming language tries to minimize the number of language mechanisms necessary to write useful software. Simple languages are easy to learn, mostly because they have fewer special cases that must be remembered. Simple languages also often have particularly reliable compilers.

As illustrated in Figure 1.3 on the following page, the interplay between these four qualities drives much of the research in programming language design. These

---

2In the context of programming languages, efficiency is frequently not just an asymptotic concern: Every instruction the processor has to execute on behalf of the language itself—and not the client program—is considered one instruction too many.
Figure 1.3: The context for programming language design in terms of four core language qualities.

qualities are not completely orthogonal. Safety and simplicity, for example, often influence efficiency in a positive way.

1.4 Benefits

Besides solving a number of technical problems, the benefits derived from my design framework fall into three major areas. First, the framework covers a previously unexplored region in the design space of programming languages and sheds new light on the exact combination of modular and object-oriented features required for component-oriented programming.

Second, it extends previous results on programming language design, namely the separation of interface types from implementation types [Sny86] and the separation of modules from types [Szy92]. Both of these results are by now widely accepted, and my contribution is to show that messages and methods should be separated as well, binding messages to modules instead of types.

Third, the framework clarifies a number of the tradeoffs involved in the design of component-oriented—and often object-oriented—programming languages:
• The tradeoff in expressive power between forwarding and recursive mechanisms for code reuse such as inheritance and delegation.

• The tradeoff between the level of extensibility required for component software and the level of type safety that can be guaranteed for it.

• The tradeoff between the efficiency of purely static inheritance in class-based languages and purely dynamic delegation in prototype-based languages.

By providing these insights and clarifications, the design framework developed in this dissertation should enable future research on component-oriented programming languages to proceed with better focus and thus more productively.

1.5 Roadmap

Research publications tend to be “rational reconstructions” of the actual research performed, and this dissertation is no exception. Instead of presenting my work in chronological order, I “fake a rational design process” [PC86] and discuss questions and findings in topical groupings. Chapters 2 – 5 constitute the core of my dissertation and focus on language design for component-oriented programming. Chapters 6 and 7 describe implementation issues and future work addressing the shortcomings that remain. Note that I discuss related work throughout the thesis where it is most appropriate instead of collecting it in a separate chapter.

In Chapter 2, I introduce component-oriented programming as a software development paradigm. I discuss the “classic” understanding of components as units of centralized reuse as well as the “modern” understanding of components as units of distributed extension. Following these preliminaries, I describe the standard model for the design of component-oriented programming languages, on which I improve in the remainder of the dissertation.

In Chapter 3, I develop stand-alone messages, the first novel language mechanism in my design framework. I introduce the problem of interface conflicts and show that programming languages following the standard model can not resolve them.
In the subsequent analysis, I trace this shortcoming to the status of messages in object-oriented programming languages and argue that they must be independent of types. Finally, I evaluate stand-alone messages by comparing them to existing approaches solving similar problems.

In Chapter 4, I develop generic message forwarding, the second novel language mechanism in my design framework. I introduce the problem of fragile base classes and show that programming languages following the standard model are prone to this problem as well. In the subsequent analysis, I trace this shortcoming to established results on the recursive binding of self references in object-oriented programming languages. I argue that recursive mechanisms such as inheritance and delegation must be abandoned in favor of forwarding and exhibit a flexible mechanism for achieving this. Finally, I evaluate generic message forwarding by comparing it to existing approaches solving similar problems.

In Chapter 5, I introduce the programming language Lagoona, which is based on the language mechanisms developed earlier. I outline my design framework for component-oriented programming languages and relate it to Lagoona’s base language Oberon. I then review the individual design decisions made in applying the framework and describe Lagoona in detail. Finally, I evaluate the design framework—and thus Lagoona—by exhibiting novel solutions to several design and implementation problems drawn from both object-oriented and component-oriented programming.

In Chapter 6, I discuss implementation aspects of Lagoona and component-oriented programming languages in general. I focus on efficient techniques for the problem of message dispatch, an area where languages following my design framework require more general solutions than those commonly adopted for established object-oriented programming languages.

In Chapter 7, I outline several directions for future work, addressing shortcomings that remain in Lagoona as well as promising extensions. Finally, in Chapter 8, I summarize the contributions made in this dissertation and offer my conclusions.
Chapter 2

Background

I would like to see components become a dignified branch of software engineering. … I think there are considerable areas of software ready, if not overdue, for this approach.

— M. DOUGLAS McILROY [McI69]

A component is a unit of composition with contractually specified interfaces and explicit context dependencies only. … A component can be deployed independently and is subject to composition by third parties.

— CLEMENS SZYPERSKI [SGM02]

In this chapter, I provide the necessary background information on which the remainder of the dissertation is built. I first review the idea of “software components” in the various forms it has taken over the years and show how it relates to the design of paradigmatic programming languages (Section 2.1). I then introduce the basic design elements of component-oriented programming languages, the issue I focus on for the remainder of the dissertation (Section 2.2). I conclude the chapter with a brief discussion of related work in the area of component software, mainly to properly explain the scope of my work (Section 2.3).
2.1 Component-Oriented Programming

As evidenced by McILROY’s quote from 1968, the idea of software components has been around for a long time. One problem with ideas as old as this one is that everybody has their own understanding of what a “component” is (or ought to be). A similar situation existed for “objects” and “object-oriented programming” until the late 1980s, when one particular approach to “object-oriented programming”—in the style of Smalltalk [GR83], Eiffel [Mey92], and C++ [Str00]—finally became the widely accepted understanding [Weg87].

To gain a clearer understanding of component software, I review the “classic” as well as the “modern” understanding of the term in detail and then relate both the design of paradigmatic programming languages.

2.1.1 Classic Perspective: Centralized Reuse

The idea of assembling software systems out of existing components instead of building software systems from scratch was first described by McILROY in 1968 [McI69]. He envisioned nothing less than an “industrial revolution” of software production. Drawing analogies to production processes in established industries, he called for “catalogs” that would list the software components available from certain vendors, including descriptions of their system requirements and quality characteristics. Component vendors would specialize in certain areas of expertise, while application vendors—in the business of producing software systems for users—would select required components from such catalogs and buy them, instead of developing the equivalent functionality themselves.

The resulting “market of software components” would then in due time run its course, leaving only vendors of “high-quality” components that are available at “reasonable” prices behind. The end result would be beneficial for all parties:

- Component vendors could concentrate on their areas of expertise without having to actually produce applications to survive.
• Application vendors could concentrate on the needs of their users without having to become experts in all the areas their application touches upon.

• Users could expect higher-quality applications at lower prices since the cost savings and productivity gains would “trickle down” to them.

Even in retrospect, armed with the knowledge that MCILROY’s vision still has not been realized on any noticeable scale, there is an inherent attraction to this idea in which “free markets” feature so prominently for the benefit of everyone involved.¹

Software engineering [Som02], which was essentially “born” as a discipline at the same conference where MCILROY presented his vision [NR69], has indeed come back to the idea of software components time and again. This is understandable since—as BROOKS put it twenty years later [Bro87]—a flourishing market of software components is one of the few “silver bullets” that have the potential to actually alleviate the software crisis. The reason is simply that software components are, by design, meant to be reused. They thus reduce the amount of software development necessary, and development efforts that can be avoided are development efforts that cannot go wrong. I will refer to this emphasis on “reuse” as the “classic” understanding of software components.

Figure 2.1 on the next page illustrates how the resulting market of software components is supposed to work. Component vendors produce software components and sell them on a component market. Application vendors buy these components in order to produce applications, which they in turn sell on an application market. Users, finally, buy these applications and presumably use them to make their lives better.² In this model, reuse only occurs within individual application vendors. They decide—among other things—what application to produce, which components to buy, which components to develop internally, and how the

¹ It is interesting to speculate on the reasons for this “failure” of software components, but I will keep such speculations to a minimum. Simply put, they sooner or later involve economic, legal, and even political arguments, most of which have a tendency to be (at best) comfortably vague or (at worst) thoroughly misleading. Luckily there are still plenty of technical problems to be solved.

² Note that I refer to roles played by stakeholders in this model, I do not imply that component vendors, application vendors, and users are necessarily distinct entities. For example, the user of a spreadsheet application can simultaneously be the vendor of a spelling checker component and a 3D rendering application, the latter built using an OpenGL component.
Figure 2.1: A model of the “classic” market for software components in which “centralized reuse” by application vendors dominates. Arrows indicate the flow of software artifacts.
resulting application is distributed and deployed. We can therefore summarize the “classic” understanding of software components as follows:

**Classic Understanding:** Component software is primarily concerned with reuse of software artifacts in a centralized setting, where a single software vendor has complete control over the acquisition and integration of components.

### 2.1.2 Modern Perspective: Distributed Extensibility

As pointed out above, MCILROY’s vision of an “industrial revolution” of software production has not yet been realized on any noticeable scale. In contrast to an “industrial revolution,” the development of the modern understanding of component software can be described as a form of “neoliberalism” instead. The “market” is given more flexibility by opening it up to all participants, in hopes of increasing the chances for creating a viable component economy.³

Since “composition” is the central motivation for “components” in the first place, this requires breaking the dominance of application vendors. In MCILROY’s vision, all composition takes place within application vendors, while users do not have any choice besides buying one or the other application. Figure 2.2 on the following page illustrates how the “modern” market of software components is supposed to work. Component vendors still produce software components and sell them on a component market. However, components are supposed to provide functionality that “something else” is lacking, giving rise to the notion of component frameworks. A component framework provides the basic services needed in a certain application domain and prescribes how various components should interact to form a functioning software system (i.e. it provides a domain-specific software architecture). In other words, components extend the functionality of frameworks, while frameworks provide execution environments for components. Software components therefore become units of extension instead of units of reuse.

³While this description is sensible in retrospect, it is not historically accurate. The developments leading to the renewed interest in component software are often technical rather than economical in nature [SGM02].
**Figure 2.2:** A model of the “modern” market for software components in which “distributed extensibility” dominates. Arrows indicate the flow of software artifacts.
Figure 2.3: Schematic view of a web browser in terms of components and frameworks. Quicktime illustrates hierarchical composition, it is both a component and a framework in this example.

The presence of components and framework enables users, and not just application vendors, to purchase the “parts” for a desired software systems from various vendors. Specifically, users can in principle obtain a complete system without being tied to application vendors.

Figure 2.3 illustrates this approach to component software. Instead of being a monolithic application, a web browser is first of all a framework responsible for managing network access and screen estate between components that provide user functionality. Composition is hierarchical since components of one framework can in their own right be frameworks for further components. The web browser framework is a component for the framework “below” it and relies on its services, while the Quicktime component is a framework for components that provide functionality for specific multimedia file formats.

We can summarize this “modern” understanding of software components as follows:
**Modern Understanding:** Component software is primarily concerned with the *extensibility* of software systems in a *distributed* setting, where *any* interested party can develop extensions which can be acquired and integrated at *any* time.

### 2.1.3 Software Development Paradigms

Software engineering is concerned with techniques for the systematic and efficient production of high-quality software [GJM91]. As a discipline within computer science, software engineering covers a broad range of topics ranging from requirements analysis through configuration management to quality assurance. Regardless of the specific techniques employed, however, the result of any software development effort worth its name is—obviously—software, usually expressed as source code in some programming language.

Programming languages therefore share many of the goals that exist for software engineering in general, but they also have more specific goals of their own [GJ97]. Among these, the need for safety and efficiency are of primary importance. As tools for software development, programming languages need to aid programmers in expressing their designs accurately and consistently. Language implementations—compilers as well as interpreters [Wir96, App02]—achieve this goal by performing a variety of automated analyses on the source code supplied by programmers [WM95, NNH99]. Compilers use similar analyses to ensure that source code is translated into native code which makes efficient use of machine resources. In this way, programming languages are the bridge that connects software and hardware, software engineering and computer systems.

Programming languages are also often the most concrete and tangible form in which a particular approach to software development—a software development *paradigm*—is embodied. Structured programming [DDH72, DeM79], for example, encourages us to think of a software system as a process that transforms input data into output data, and which is refined into smaller and smaller subprocesses as development proceeds. Languages that support (i.e. encourage or even enforce)
structured programming, for example Algol 60 [Nau63] or Pascal [JW91], are called *structured* programming languages.

For the paradigms of modular and object-oriented programming—based on the notions of information hiding [Par72], abstract data types [Gut77], and inclusion polymorphism [CW85]—paradigmatic programming languages exist as well. Languages such as Modula-2 [Wir89] and the original version of Ada [Int95] are clearly *modular*, while languages such as Smalltalk [GR83] and Eiffel [Mey92] are clearly *object-oriented*. Programming languages supporting multiple paradigms include CLU [LSAS77, LG86], C++ [Str00], Java [GJSB00], Modula-3 [CDG+91], Oberon-2 [MW91], and Simula [BDMN73, Mag93].

For the emerging paradigm of component-oriented programming, however, no paradigmatic programming language has been developed so far. Instead, languages that combine concepts from modular programming and object-oriented programming—Java [GJSB00], Modula-3 [CDG+91], Oberon-2 [MW91], and Component Pascal [Obe97] for example—are commonly advocated for component-oriented programming [SGM02].

Figure 2.4 on the following page illustrates the evolution of programming language paradigms that this view implies. Modular as well as object-oriented programming adopted certain concepts from structured programming while leaving others behind. For example, they still use a limited number of control structures, but they replace procedures as the sole abstraction mechanism by more advanced ones. Similarly, the paradigm of component-oriented programming can be expected to adopt concepts from previous paradigms while leaving others behind.

It is interesting to note that established software development paradigms have in fact consistently identified components with *their* primary abstraction mechanism (see Figure 2.5 on the next page):

- In structured programming, components are individual *operations* (i.e. procedures).
Component-Oriented Programming (2000+?)
Szyperski, ...?

Object-Oriented Programming (ca. 1990)
Dahl, Kay, Meyer, Nygaard, ...
Classes, inclusion polymorphism, inheritance, ...

Modular Programming (ca. 1980)
Parnas, Wirth, ...
Modules, parametric polymorphism, separate compilation, ...

Structured Programming (ca. 1970)
Boehm & Jacopini, Dijkstra, Hoare, Wirth, ...
Restricted control flow, type checking, stepwise refinement, axiomatic semantics, correctness proofs, ...

Figure 2.4: A biased view on the evolution of software development paradigms. Arrows indicate the flow of (certain) concepts, dates are approximate and (highly) debatable.
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Figure 2.5: The evolution of programming language abstractions for software components. Components were originally considered operations in structured programming, then modules or types that contain operations in modular or object-oriented programming, and now modules that contain operations as well as types.
dures or functions); this includes McILROY’s original paper [Mcl69].

- In modular programming, components are modules that encapsulate a collection of related operations.

- In object-oriented programming, components are types (i.e. classes), that again encapsulate a collection of related operations.

For the emerging paradigm of component-oriented programming, a combination of all these abstraction mechanisms has been suggested instead [SGM02]: Components are modules that encapsulate a collection of operations as well as a collection of types.

2.2 Component-Oriented Programming Languages

Now that we have a characterization of component-oriented programming as a software development paradigm, we return to the design of component-oriented programming languages. In this section, I essentially repeat the development of the “standard model” for such a language, which can be inferred from [SGM02] as well. However, I present the issues that arise in a compressed and streamlined form suitable for the remainder of the dissertation, and add some remarks on modules that—to my knowledge—have not appeared before.

Support for a certain development paradigm requires a close correspondence between the paradigm’s abstractions and those available in a suitable programming language [GJ97]. However, this correspondence does not have to be one-to-one. Structured programming [DeM79], for example, encourages us to think of a software system as a “process” that transforms input data into output data, and which is refined into smaller and smaller “subprocesses” recursively. As long as a programming language offers some abstraction capable of these transformations, for example basic procedures or actual processes, it is suitable for structured programming. Thus, while it is tempting to design a language full of explicit abstractions for components, frameworks, connectors, etc., we should first analyze which existing language mechanisms can support the necessary requirements. Relying on
proven concepts is an advisable strategy to keep language design manageable and well-founded [Hoa73].

As the essence of component-oriented programming, distributed extensibility should be able to explain the necessary features of an appropriate programming language. A first observation helps us to distinguish what is surely not important for such a language. As an organizational paradigm, component-oriented programming is concerned with the composition and interaction of components and frameworks through interfaces, it is not concerned with their insides in any way. The computational paradigm at the core of a component-oriented programming language is therefore not constrained, i.e. we can choose an imperative, a functional, or a logical core. However, we must restrict ourselves to statically typed languages, otherwise the use of interfaces to ensure the safety of a composition would be impossible to guarantee. In the functional domain, for example, we could choose ML [MTHM97] and Haskell [PJ03], but not Scheme [ADH+98]. In the imperative domain, we could choose Java [GJSB00] and Oberon [RW92], but not Python [vR01].

2.2.1 Modules

The principle of distributed extensibility implies a distinction between extensions themselves on the one hand, and whatever they extend on the other. In component-oriented programming, these notions are reified as components and framework respectively. An obvious requirement for this distinction is the ability to isolate components and frameworks in such a way that no implicit dependencies remain between them. In programming languages, this requirement can be addressed by modules. Modules define the static structure of a system by providing rigid boundaries which can not be crossed arbitrarily. They thus limit the interactions between components and frameworks and make dependencies explicit.

There are, however, a large variety of different module systems available in various programming languages, not all of which are suitable for component-oriented programming. One possible taxonomy for modules classifies them in terms of access and membership [Car89]:
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• Open modules restrict neither access nor membership in any way. From outside a module, all its members can be accessed and new members can be added retroactively.

• Closed modules restrict access but do not restrict membership. From outside a module, only exported members can be accessed but new members can still be added retroactively.

• Sealed modules restrict access as well as membership. From outside a module, only exported members can be accessed and no new members can be added retroactively.

Following this taxonomy, modules must be sealed to be suitable for component-oriented programming. In both open and closed module systems, new dependencies that are not explicit in the original module can be created, which defeats distributed extensibility.

Note that Java’s package construct [GJSB00] provides a closed module system in this sense and is therefore unsuitable as a basis for component-oriented programming. Interestingly, the problems caused by packages have been recognized in Java 1.2 with the introduction of sealed packages, which must be distributed as Java archive (jar) files. For a sealed package \( A \) contained in a file \( A.jar \) the Java virtual machine guarantees that all classes belonging to \( A \) have in fact been loaded from \( A.jar \). Combined with the capability to cryptographically sign jar files, this achieves the same level of protection that is available in languages that provide sealed modules, but at a much higher complexity.

A number of further issues arise in regard to this basic construct, not the least of which is the confusion of modules and classes. It has been shown that although classes can play the role of modules, the two should be conceptually different because they serve different purposes [Szy92], and many recent language designs have indeed separated modules from classes. One major reason for this is that modules can package a number of related classes into a single deployable unit, which is required for component-oriented programming.
This in turn raises another question: Since certain components might exceed the complexity that can conceivably be packaged into a single module, should it not be possible to nest modules? Aside from a number of semantic difficulties with hierarchical module systems [CHP99]—or nested classes for that matter [IP00]—we have to consider what constitutes a deployable unit again. If nested modules are still deployed individually, nesting becomes irrelevant for distributed extensibility. On the other hand, if nested modules are deployed in one “super module,” we might have to distribute the same (source-level) modules a number of times because they are part of different components. A flat module space is conceptually simpler and also has a number of other valuable properties for component-oriented programming [Szy00].

A final concern is the identity of components, and therefore that of modules. Distributed extensibility requires that the presence of a particular extension in a system can not preclude the presence of any other extension.5 Two otherwise unrelated modules must therefore never have the same name, they must have unique identities. Since no form of “unique identity” can be achieved without some convention, our goal should be to make the conventions as unintrusive and transparent as possible. Microsoft’s COM [Mic95] uses randomly generated identifiers for this purpose, but these are hardly transparent. A convention similar to that originally proposed for Java seems more convenient in this regard: module names are prefixed with “inverted” Internet domain names, such as edu.uci.ics.Stack. Although not enforcable, this convention is a good tradeoff, especially when coupled with an import declaration that can introduce abbreviations.

2.2.2 Types and Polymorphism

A component-oriented programming language needs constructs to express interfaces and implementations and must also support dynamic and independent extensibility. In programming languages, interfaces and implementations should be

5The exceptions to this rule are of dynamic nature and concern invariants the system needs to maintain in order to function properly, for example when the extensions are device drivers of an operating system.
modeled as *interface types* and *implementation types* respectively. In this manner, we can define the conformance of an implementation to an interface by the conformance of the corresponding types. Dynamic extensibility requires some form of polymorphism that allows different instances of implementation types to be bound to the same interface types at run-time. Inclusion polymorphism \[CW85\] in object-oriented languages such as Java \[GJSB00\] is one way to achieve this, although we prefer the term *implementation polymorphism* in this context.

An interface is an abstraction of all possible *implementations* that can fill a certain role in the composed system \[LG86\]. It thus describes minimal assumptions that frameworks and components can make about each other. Interfaces are essential to component-oriented programming because they are the only form of coordination between frameworks and components and the only means by which compositions can be validated. We can view interfaces as sets of *messages* (abstract operations) and implementations as sets of *methods* (concrete operations). Messages describe *what* effect is achieved by an operation, while methods describe *how* that effect is achieved. Multiple *instances* of an implementation can exist concurrently, and multiple implementations can be part of a component. We say that an implementation (or an instance) *conforms* to an interface if it provides methods for all messages in that interface. In programming languages, interfaces and implementations should be modeled as *interface types* and *implementation types* respectively. In this manner, we can define the conformance of an implementation to an interface by the conformance of the corresponding types.

Polymorphism supports the dynamic structure of a system by allowing different instances of different implementation types to be bound to the same interface type at runtime. Inclusion polymorphism \[CW85\] as known from object-oriented languages is one way to achieve this, although we prefer the term *implementation polymorphism* in this context.
2.2.3 An Idealized Version of Java

Figure 2.6 summarizes the “standard model” for component-oriented programming languages developed in this section. Sealed modules serve as the elementary component notion, while interfaces and implementations are mapped to types.

Starting from Java [GJSB00] we can now propose a first approximation for a component-oriented programming language. The language is essentially an “idealized” version of Java and we adopt the name $IJ$ for it for this reason. In $IJ$, packages are replaced by sealed modules. Imported identifiers are always qualified fully by the name of the module that exports them. For convenience, the import declaration is modified to allow the introduction of local abbreviations. For example, after the declaration

\[
\text{import } S = \text{edu.uci.ics.phf.random;}
\]

we can refer to a class `Standard` exported by this module as `S.Standard` instead of using the more involved

\[
\text{edu.uci.ics.phf.random.Standard}
\]

everywhere. Furthermore, $IJ$ separates the notions of subtyping and subclassing completely, allowing the hierarchy of interface types to have a different struc-
ture than the hierarchy of implementation types [Sny86, Ame87]. Implementation types declare their conformance to interface types explicitly, and following the Java approach we allow for multiple subtyping but only single subclassing. For completeness, we also replace the notion of static methods with proper procedures declared on the module level.

Note that $IJ$, besides being a cleaner superset of Java, also subsumes Component Pascal [Obe97], Modula-3 [CDG+91], and Oberon-2 [MW91], which are often regarded as “close approximations” of component-oriented programming [SGM02].

2.3 Scope

The notion of software components, often in the “classic” sense as explained above, appears in a number of areas between software engineering, programming languages, and computer systems. I focus on programming languages in the following, and specifically on the concerns induced by the “modern” view of component software. However, to clarify the scope of my work, I briefly discuss several of the related areas in this section, mainly to explain what this dissertation does not address.

2.3.1 Component Models

Component models, such as Microsoft’s COM [Mic95], OMG’s CORBA [Obj99], and Sun’s JavaBeans [Sun97], are industry standards designed to support software components. The main emphasis of these models lies on defining interoperability and packaging conventions in the form of design patterns rather than on providing comprehensive, paradigmatic support. Many component models also address aspects that are essentially unrelated to component-oriented programming itself—such as distribution, concurrency, cross-platform portability, and cross-language integration—but that nevertheless increase their complexity significantly.
Figure 2.7: Component-oriented programming affects three main “dimensions” of computer science research: programming languages, software engineering, and computer systems.
From the perspective of this dissertation, component models serve a temporary purpose until more comprehensive ways for component-oriented programming emerge. Some of the capabilities offered—especially by COM [Mic95] and its descendant .NET [ECM01]—are indeed valuable and should find their way into programming languages as well. I will discuss these concepts and their relationship to my work in more detail in later chapters.

2.3.2 Generative Programming

The paradigm of generative programming (GP) [CE00] is based on a number of ideas, namely domain-specific programming languages, aspect-oriented programming (AOP), and generic programming. In GP, software systems are described in terms of domain-specific languages that are used to encode domain knowledge on a high level. These descriptions are used to drive AOP [KLM+97] tools that integrate various reusable and basically unrelated “components” and aspects to produce customized applications automatically. The functional “components” are implemented using generic programming techniques (i.e. parametric polymorphism).

While GP provides an interesting approach to source-level reuse and maintenance, its “components” are not components in the sense of component-oriented programming [SGM02]. In GP (and AOP), “components” are reusable and parameterized abstractions that only exist on the programming language level, but not in the deployed application. Thus, once an application has been produced using GP, the “components” it consists of can not be reused or updated separately from the application they were compiled into.

2.3.3 Composition Environments

Composition environments are—frequently graphical—tools focusing on the issue of software composition [LvdH02]. The lines between “regular” software development environments and composition environments are quite fuzzy. However,
the general emphasis of composition environments is not on the development of individual components but rather on their composition into applications or sub-systems.

Information about components, especially in terms of interfaces, is used to enforce certain consistency requirements. In this regard composition environments partially compete with the idea of component frameworks, in which consistent composition is enforced through the design of the framework itself and the communication patterns it allows between components. Architecture description languages share similar goals and are sometimes used as part of composition environments, either to guide composition or to record the details about a particular configuration of components.

Composition environments are dominated by higher-level concerns than those I discuss in this thesis. In developing a programming language for component-oriented programming, I focus on the possible foundation that such environments could be built on. In other words, instead of making composition easier, I investigate how to make composition possible at all, especially in the way mandated by distributed extensibility.
Chapter 3

Stand-Alone Messages

1. Everything is an object. 2. Objects communicate by sending and receiving messages (in terms of objects). 3. Objects have their own memory (in terms of objects). . . .

— ALAN C. KAY [Kay96]

In this chapter, I develop the concept of stand-alone messages, the first novel language mechanism in my design framework for component-oriented programming languages. I start by motivating the need for software components to conform to multiple interfaces using a realistic example (Section 3.1). Switching to a simpler example for clarity, I then introduce the problem of interface conflicts and exhibit several shortcomings of programming languages following the standard model (Section 3.2). I trace these shortcomings to the status of messages in object-oriented programming languages and argue that messages should be independent of types, leading to the concept of stand-alone messages (Section 3.3). Finally, I evaluate stand-alone messages by comparing them to a variety of existing approaches for resolving interface conflicts (Section 3.4).

3.1 Motivation

As discussed in Section 2.1.2, interfaces play a central role in component-oriented programming. Components rely on interfaces implemented by frameworks to ac-
cess their services, while frameworks in turn rely on interfaces implemented by components to access theirs.

For technical as well as economic reasons, software components often need to conform to multiple interfaces. Consider, say, a component that presents the result of a database query within a compound document [Wec96], a scenario illustrated schematically in Figure 3.1 on the next page On the technical side, instances of this component have to react to notifications from both the database management framework and the compound document framework to keep their presentations current:

- After a change in the database, the component must update its presentation (if the query is persistent).
- After a change in the document, the component must update its presentation (and potentially the database).

On the economic side, the component will increase its potential market if it can be composed with a variety of frameworks for database management and compound documents.

The principle of distributed extensibility requires that any interested party can develop a component extending the functionality of any given framework. In particular, it neither rules out components that extend multiple frameworks simultaneously, nor does it restrict such components to extend only certain subsets of possible frameworks.¹

For component-oriented programming languages, this requires that an implementation type can conform to any number of interface types or, equivalently, that any combination of interface types is again a valid interface type. As I am about to show, this requirement is not fulfilled by the standard model for component-oriented programming languages (see Section 2.2).

¹The problem of framework combination [MB97] starts from slightly different assumptions but can be reduced to the same underlying issue.
Figure 3.1: Schematic view of a software component that needs to conform to a compound document framework and a database management framework simultaneously. Other components are for illustration only.
ad1 Stack
  uses
   Any, Boolean
  defines
   Stack<Element: Any>
  operations
   new: → Stack<Element>
   empty: Stack<Element> → Boolean
   push: Stack<Element> × Element → Stack<Element>
   pop: Stack<Element> ↛ Stack<Element>
   top: Stack<Element> ↛ Element
  preconditions
   pop( s ): not( empty( s ) )
   top( s ): not( empty( s ) )
  axioms
   empty( new() )
   not( empty( push( s, e ) ) )
   top( push( s, e ) ) = e
   pop( push( s, e ) ) = s

Figure 3.2: An algebraic specification of the abstract data type Stack. Except for the type parameter Element with its obvious meaning, the notation follows [Mey97].

3.2 Interface Conflicts

In the following, I use a simple example based on the “infamous” abstract data type (ADT) Stack to illustrate the problem of interface conflicts in detail. For reference, Figure 3.2 provides a standard algebraic specification of this ADT, using a variation of MEYER’s notation [Mey97]. The code examples below are given in IJ, the idealized version of Java outlined in Section 2.2.

Consider a component vendor who decides to specialize in Stack components. Given the ubiquity of Stack implementations in existing libraries and even textbooks, our vendor has to support a very large number of frameworks to sell any Stack components at all. Assume the first framework defines the interface shown in Figure 3.3 on the next page. The design of this interface follows the textbook

---

2While Stack is “infamous” for having been “overused” in the past, it still serves as an easily understood abstraction exhibiting most of the problems also found in more complex scenarios.
module edu.uci.framework {
    public interface Stack {
        // pre o != null; post top() == o;
        public void push( Object o );
        // pre !empty();
        public void pop();
        // pre !empty(); post return != null;
        public Object top();
        // "no elements?"
        public boolean empty();
    }
}

Figure 3.3: An interface for the basic stack abstraction in $IJ$. It is meant to express the semantics from Figure 3.2 on the page before, but closer to an actual implementation.

definition ADT Stack closely, and developing an implementation of the interface, for example in terms of a linked list, is straightforward.

The interface defined by the second framework is given in Figure 3.4 on the following page. Instead of relying on an empty message, this interface works with the size of the stack, i.e. the number of elements it currently contains. To support this interface in addition to the one from Figure 3.3, our component vendor must add a size method which is again straightforward. The interfaces are compatible because they only differ in their use of empty and size respectively, and we can express one in terms of the other using the identity

$$\text{empty}() == (\text{size}() == 0)$$

as an abstraction function [LG86]. If we apply this abstraction function to the specification, the precondition and postconditions listed as comments become identical. For reference, Figure 3.5 on page 36 gives an implementation of these first two interfaces.
Figure 3.4: Another stack abstraction in $IJ$, compatible with the previous one (see Figure 3.3 on the preceding page). Since empty() can be expressed in terms of size(), a single implementation type can conform to both interface types.

3.2.1 Syntactic Conflicts

Our vendor now decides to support the interface shown in Figure 3.6 on page 37 in addition to the previous two. This new interface follows an alternative specification of the ADT Stack, in which the pop operation not only removes the top element but also returns it. Compared to the previous two interfaces, there is no top message, and the signature of pop has changed. To support this interface as well, the Stack implementation would need two methods for pop with different signatures. Even if we assume that $IJ$ includes Java’s overloading mechanism, it is impossible to add this interface to the previous two.

For good reasons, Java does not allow methods to be overloaded on their return type, which is what would be required here. This is an example for a syntactic interface conflict, violating the principle that any combination of interface types should again be a valid interface type. Programming languages such as $IJ$, which follow the standard model from Section 2.2, therefore do not support distributed extensibility and are not suitable for component-oriented programming.
module org.bloat.components {
    import US = edu.uci.framework, GS = gov.nsa.framework;
    class Link {
        Object object; Link next;
    }
    public class Stack implements US.Stack, GS.Stack {
        Link top; int sz;
        public void push(Object o) {
            Link x = new Link(); x.object = o;
            x.next = this.top; this.top = x;
            this.sz += 1;
        }
        public void pop() {
            this.top = this.top.next;
            this.sz -= 1;
        }
        public Object top() {
            return this.top.object;
        }
        public int size() {
            return this.sz;
        }
        public boolean empty() {
            return this.size() == 0;
        }
    }
}

Figure 3.5: An implementation of the two compatible interfaces from Figure 3.3 on page 34 and Figure 3.4 on the preceding page in IJ.
module com.sun.framework {
  public interface Stack {
    // pre o != null; post top() == o;
    public void push( Object o );
    // pre !empty(); post return != null;
    public Object pop();
    // "no elements?"
    public boolean empty();
  }
}

Figure 3.6: A Stack abstraction causing a syntactic conflict in $IJ$.

3.2.2 Semantic Conflicts

Having failed to support one interface, our component vendor now desperately tries to support another. This fourth and final interface is given in Figure 3.7 on the following page. Except for the additional size message, this interface is identical to the first from Figure 3.3 on page 34. Unlike size in the second interface, however, this one returns the number of remaining push operations before some presumably expensive internal restructuring occurs. While both size messages have identical signatures—and are therefore syntactically indistinguishable—their semantics are quite different. To support this interface as well, the Stack implementation would need two different methods for size, one returning the number of elements and one returning the number of remaining slots, but both having identical signatures.

Obviously, no amount of overloading in $IJ$ will allow our vendor to accomplish this feat. This is an example of a semantic interface conflict, and like syntactic conflicts before, it violates the principle of distributed extensibility. When interface types are combined, the resulting interface type must preserve all constituent messages, which is not the case in languages that follow the standard model.

---

3This information might be necessary in a framework with real-time constraints, and implementations based on incrementally growing arrays can supply it easily.
module org.cthulhu.framework {
    public interface Stack {
        // pre o != null; post top() == o;
        public void push(Object o);
        // pre !empty();
        public void pop();
        // pre !empty(); post return != null;
        public Object top();
        // "no elements?"
        public boolean empty();
        // post return >= 0; "how many pushes?"
        public int size();
    }
}

Figure 3.7: A stack abstraction introducing a semantic conflict in IJ.

3.2.3 Discussion

The stack example I have used above to illustrate interface conflicts might seem overly simplistic. On the one hand, few vendors would ever consider actually entering the “market” for stack components, and most likely such a “market” would not even exist in the first place. However, the complexity of the example used does not affect the validity of the conclusions drawn. If a problem can be demonstrated using a small example, it is obviously possible to find bigger examples that exhibit it as well.

On the other hand, a number of “obvious” solutions for avoiding interface conflicts immediately come to mind, some of which I discuss in more detail below (see Section 3.4). For example, we could use the Adapter pattern [GVJH95] and implement five classes inside the stack component, four of which would simply act as “placeholders” for the fifth, which contains the actual implementation (see Figure 3.8 on the following page). However, the point here is not whether it is possible to resolve the problem in other ways once it is detected, or even that we can make it “less likely” to occur. Instead, we must prevent it from ever occurring. If any chance for an interface conflict remains, it will rule out some combination
Figure 3.8: Resolving interface conflicts using adapters [GVJH95]. The stack component now consists of five classes, one for the actual implementation (center), and four adapter classes, one for each framework.
of interfaces that—sooner or later—someone will want to perform, thus violating distributed extensibility.

3.3 Rethinking Messages

The problem of interface conflicts discussed in Section 3.2 is not specific to IJ. I made only very general assumptions about the “ingredients” for component-oriented programming languages in Section 2.2 where the basics of IJ were outlined. The following analysis therefore applies to many existing programming languages.

3.3.1 Analysis

Interface conflicts, both syntactic and semantic ones, can arise whenever two or more interfaces are combined into a new one. Looking at this process in terms of messages, we observe the following:

- Syntactic conflicts can only arise between messages with identical names and different signatures.
- Semantic conflicts can only arise between messages with identical names and identical signatures.

The problem can therefore be reduced to the issue of naming messages: Under what conditions can we identify a message uniquely given its name?

In most object-oriented programming languages—certainly in established ones such as C++ [Str00], Eiffel [Mey92], Java [GJSB00], and Smalltalk [GR83]—the name of a message only identifies it uniquely within the type containing its declaration. When we combine several types $T_1, \ldots, T_n$ to form a new type $T$, we therefore have to require that all constituent messages can still be identified uniquely in $T$, regardless which type introduced them originally. Figure 3.9 on the next page illustrates this approach. Interface types are “boxes” containing messages, and messages have unique identities inside their interface types (a). During interface
Fig. 3.9: Interface combination in object-oriented programming languages. Messages “fall” out of their respective interface types Q and R into a new interface type S, losing their identity in the process.

combination, messages “fall” out of their respective interface types, and lose their unique identity in the process (b). When they “land” inside the new interface type, syntactic as well as semantic conflicts can occur (c). It should be obvious that giving messages unique identities only within types by not across types is the cause for syntactic as well as semantic interface conflicts.

Before proposing a new approach to the identity of messages across types, it is worth pointing out that there is still a need for identity within types, namely in the case of methods and implementation types. Consider the example given in Fig. 3.10 on the following page. After we bind an instance of ArrayStack to the interface reference stack, we expect the message push to invoke the specific push method declared for ArrayStack. Similarly, after we rebind an instance of ListStack to the reference, we expect the same message push to invoke a different push method declared for ListStack. In other words, whenever the implementation type of the instance bound to the stack reference changes, we
edu.uci.framework.Stack stack;
... stack = new edu.uci.components.ArrayStack(16);
stack.push(new Integer(1));
... stack = new edu.uci.components.ListStack();
stack.push(new Integer(1));
...

Figure 3.10: An example for implementation polymorphism $I_J$. When we send a push message through an interface reference, we expect the push method invoked to change depending on the implementation type of the instance.

... want the identity of the methods invoked through that reference to change as well. In fact, it is this kind of implementation polymorphism that motivated the choice of object-oriented concepts for component-oriented programming languages in the first place (see Section 2.2).

3.3.2 Synthesis

Returning to messages and their identities, our goal must be to somehow “detach” messages from interface types. Since methods have to remain relative to implementation types for polymorphism to work, this will break the traditional “symmetry” between messages and methods.

In the standard model for component-oriented programming languages (see Section 2.2), the only reasonable language construct other than types to “attach” messages to is the module. To emphasize the difference to messages in existing object-oriented languages, we choose the name stand-alone messages for this concept. Figure 3.11 on the next page illustrates how stand-alone messages would be used to express the first Stack interface from Figure 3.3 on page 34. At first, this example does not seem very different from the original form of the interface. However, in client modules that import edu.uci.framework, the type Stack will now appear as shown in Figure 3.12 on the next page, with each constituent
module edu.uci.framework {
    // pre o != null; post top() == o;
    public message void push(Object o);
    // pre !empty();
    public message void pop();
    // pre !empty(); post return != null;
    public message Object top();
    // "no elements?"
    public message boolean empty();
    public interface Stack { push, pop, top, empty }
}

Figure 3.11: An interface for the basic stack abstraction using stand-alone messages. In contrast to Figure 3.3 on page 34, messages are declared in the module scope, not in the interface scope.

interface edu.uci.framework.Stack {
    edu.uci.framework.push, edu.uci.framework.pop,
    edu.uci.framework.top, edu.uci.framework.empty
}

Figure 3.12: The interface type from Figure 3.11 as it appears in client modules. All constituent messages are qualified by a module name.
message qualified by a module name. At this point, it should be obvious that stand-alone messages solve the problem of interface conflicts, and that any combination of interface types is indeed again a valid interface type preserving all constituent messages. Figure 3.13 illustrates the process of interface combination in a language that supports stand-alone messages.

3.4 Evaluation

To evaluate the concept of stand-alone messages, I compare them to a number of existing approaches for resolving the problem of interface conflicts. I focus on approaches that do not introduce language mechanisms beyond object-oriented programming first: component models, programming conventions, and design patterns. Then I turn to approaches that do require mechanisms beyond the basic ingredients of object-oriented programming: explicit qualification of messages, renaming messages, and overloading messages. Finally, I summarize my results.

3.4.1 Component Models

Microsoft’s COM is the component model that is most similar to our approach [Mic95]. Instead of assigning unique identities to messages, COM assigns unique identities to interface types. Instead of relying on a transparent naming convention for modules, COM associates an automatically generated *globally unique identifier*
(GUID) with each interface type. Contrary to most object-oriented programming languages, COM allows an implementation type to conform to multiple interface types without any conflicts. Combined interface types can also be expressed using COM’s category mechanism.

While we emphasize explicit programming language support and the associated advantages, the two approaches are equivalent as far as interface conflicts are concerned. In particular, we could map stand-alone messages to singleton COM interfaces and interface types to COM categories.

### 3.4.2 Programming Conventions

A variety of programming conventions can be suggested to address interface conflicts. Defining naming conventions for messages is one of the simplest. The message `push` in the interface `Stack` in the module `edu.uci.framework` could by convention be named `edu.uci.framework.Stack.push`. While theoretically possible, we do not believe that such a convention is acceptable in practice. Additional mechanisms for introducing short local names for messages would be needed, complicating the resulting language. However, even if we accept this complication, we must define new conventions on how names should be abbreviated if we are concerned about readability. More complex programming conventions have been suggested as well [BW00].

A general problem with programming conventions is that they are not enforceable by the compiler. This applies to programming languages based on stand-alone messages as well, since we rely on module names that are unique by convention. However, no form of “globally unique identity” can be achieved without some convention, so our goal should be to make the conventions as unintrusive and transparent as possible. We believe that, in light of these considerations, conventions for module names are a good tradeoff.
3.4.3 Design Patterns

Certain design patterns can be used to resolve interface conflicts [GVJH95]. In a variation of the Command pattern, “messages” are modelled as a hierarchy of classes containing “parameter slots,” while “message sends” are calls to a universal dispatch method. The dispatch method performs explicit run-time type-tests and calls the actual method corresponding to the dynamic type of the “message.” This approach relies on the compiler to generate unique type descriptors for each class and thus prevents any conflicts between messages. However, static type-checking is not possible to the desirable extent.\(^4\)

Variations of the Adapter, Bridge, and Proxy patterns can be used to map multiple conflicting interface types to a single implementation type. The idea is to insert additional forwarding classes between clients of an interface type and its implementation type. Messages sent to the forwarding class are routed to the corresponding method in the implementation. While this approach preserves static type-checking, it can be tedious to write the required forwarding classes without tool support.

3.4.4 Explicit Qualification

C++ supports the explicit qualification of member functions by classes to avoid name clashes [Str00]. In our terminology, message sends can be qualified by the implementation type in which a method should be invoked. As defined in C++, this mechanism does not support implementation polymorphism as required for component-oriented programming.

However, we can generalize the idea of explicit qualification by allowing message sends to be qualified by interface types. Although this does not restrict polymorphism anymore, even a qualified message of the form `Stack.pop` is not necessarily unique, since multiple interface types with identical names could exist.

\(^4\) Interestingly, stand-alone messages were originally inspired by this design pattern from the Oberon system [WG92]. Language constructs for messages appeared in Object Oberon [MTG89], the protocols extension for Oberon [Fra95], and finally Lagoona [Fra97b].
Therefore, qualification must be extended to include module names as well, at which point the mechanism becomes equivalent to stand-alone messages, except for the redundant interface type.

### 3.4.5 Renaming Messages

In Eiffel, features inherited from ancestor classes can be renamed in a descendant class to avoid name clashes [Mey92]. In our terminology, an implementation type conforming to multiple interface types can explicitly choose new local names for conflicting messages. Note that clients still use the messages declared in the original interface type, but the messages are “rerouted” in a way similar to the Adapter design pattern described above.

Although renaming can be used to resolve interface conflicts, the approach has two major drawbacks. First, renaming clutters up the name space of the implementation type. We may have to invent a new name for a message that is less expressive than the original one, define naming conventions to keep readability up, and repeat this “renaming exercise” whenever we want to conform to an additional interface type. Second, renaming must be extended to combined interface types in addition to implementation types. This becomes particularly clumsy in terms of syntax if we also want to support anonymous interface types.

### 3.4.6 Overloading Messages

Overloading is a form of ad-hoc polymorphism [CW85] supported by a number of programming languages such as Java [GJSB00] and C++ [Str00]. In our terminology, overloading essentially encodes parts of the signature of a message within its name and uses contextual information available when a message is sent to determine which actual message is being referred to.

Although overloading helps to avoid some interface conflicts, it has two major limitations. First, semantic conflicts can not be avoided by overloading since the semantics of a message can not be expressed by type systems in which type check-
ing is decidable \cite{Sch95}. Second, avoiding all syntactic interface conflicts requires all combinations of parameter and return types to be distinct. This is not generally possible in the presence of subtyping and the coercions it implies.

3.4.7 Summary

Stand-alone messages break the symmetry between messages and methods that exists in object-oriented languages. Binding messages to sealed modules instead of binding them to extensible types allows interface combination without any possibility for interface conflicts. It also leads to the following interesting property:

**Interface Combination:** Any combination of interface types is again a valid interface type preserving all constituent messages.

In other words, using stand-alone messages, the set of interface types is closed under interface combination.

Stand-alone messages provide a simpler solution to the problem of interface conflicts than those commonly available in other languages. Neither overloading of messages nor explicit qualification in the style of C++ \cite{Str00} provide a general solutions in the first place. The latter can be extended to the point where it becomes equivalent to stand-alone messages if we disregard the redundant interface type name. Renaming allows all interface conflicts to be resolved, at the price of requiring a “fresh” supply of names every now and then. None of these mechanisms, however, actually solves the problem in the right way component-oriented programming, namely by avoiding it.

Stand-alone messages might, however, affect flexibility in a negative way. Since messages are now globally unique, it is impossible to “unify” any two messages retroactively, even if they specify identical syntax (signature) and semantics (specification). This could conceivably lead to an “explosion” of messages in the long run. There are a number of points to be made about this. A first observation is that this is simply the price we have to pay to avoid interface conflicts. If there was a way to “unify” messages explicitly, this would necessarily introduce the potential for semantic conflicts through the back door. A second observation is that
under the market assumptions of component-oriented programming, a relatively
stable number of widely known and used messages will form sooner or later. A
third and final observation is that “unification” of messages has *no* problematic
consequences if such a decision remains strictly local within modules. I explore
this third option further in Chapter 5 and Chapter 7.

In terms of *safety* and *efficiency*, stand-alone messages do not have any particu-
lar advantages or disadvantages.

In retrospect, it seems that KAY’s 1972 summary of object-oriented program-
ming quoted at the beginning of this chapter had the status of messages “right”
for component-oriented programming, while most object-oriented programming
languages—including KAY’s own Smalltalk—have it “wrong” to varying degrees.
Chapter 4

Generic Message Forwarding

Though delegation has been the minority viewpoint in object oriented languages, it is slowly becoming recognized as important for its added power and flexibility.

— Henry Lieberman [Lie86]

In this chapter, I develop the concept of generic message forwarding, the second novel language mechanism in my design framework for component-oriented programming languages. I start by motivating the need to adapt and customize existing software components to conform to new interfaces using a realistic example (Section 4.1). Switching to a simpler example for clarity, I then introduce the fragile base class problem and exhibit several shortcomings of programming languages following the standard model (Section 4.2). I trace these shortcomings to the use of inheritance and delegation in object-oriented programming languages and argue that these mechanisms should be replaced, leading to the concept of generic message forwarding (Section 4.3). I then compare the expressiveness of forwarding as a mechanism for component adaptation to inheritance and delegation (Section 4.4). Finally, I evaluate generic message forwarding by comparing it to a variety of existing approaches for solving the fragile base class problem (Section 4.5).
4.1 Motivation

In Chapter 3, our focus was on enabling interface combination in a way that preserves distributed extensibility. In component-oriented programming, interfaces are the primary means of coordination between otherwise independent component vendors and framework vendors. Interfaces ensure—to the extent possible—that compositions of frameworks and components result in properly functioning software systems.

For any number of reasons, however, a software component might not support the exact interface required by some framework we would like to compose it with:

- The framework involved might not be widely used and the component vendor therefore had no incentive to support it explicitly.
- The framework or the component involved might be “legacy” software in the sense that no party is maintaining them anymore.
- A sufficiently powerful component vendor might decide not to support certain frameworks for political reasons.

Consider, say, a (very) sophisticated spell checking component that detects defective proofs in doctoral dissertations. We might need this capability within an existing compound document framework, but the interfaces provided by the component do not conform to the spell checking interfaces required by the framework. This scenario is illustrated in Figure 4.1 on the next page. After studying the interfaces involved, we might decide that it would indeed be possible to use the component with the framework, but that some of the messages exchanged have to be altered while others have to be added.

Component-oriented programming languages therefore have to provide support for adapting and extending existing components retroactively. Given the presence of object-oriented concepts in the standard model (see Section 2.2) mechanisms such as inheritance or delegation might seem to be good candidates for this.
Figure 4.1: Schematic view of a software component that requires adaptation and extension to conform to a compound document framework. Other components are for illustration only.
4.2 The Fragile Base Class Problem

In the following, I once again use a simple example based on the ADT Stack to illustrate the fragile base class problem in detail. As in Chapter 3, code examples are given in IJ, the idealized version of Java outlined in Section 2.2.

Consider a variation of Stack that offers an operation multi_pop to remove \(n > 0\) elements at once in addition to the “regular” operations push, pop, top, and empty. Figure 4.2 on the following page gives a possible implementation of this version of the data structure. Note how the multi_pop method simply sends pop messages to this for the required number of times to remove several elements.

Assuming we have a MultiStack at our disposal, how can we use objects of this class with the interface shown in Figure 4.3 on the next page? The obvious difference is the message size which not provided by MultiStack. In order to use MultiStack where a Stack is expected, we somehow have to add a size method to it. But since we consider MultiStack to be (part of) a component in this example, we can not simply edit the source code. In IJ, however, we can use inheritance to achieve our goal without access to source code, as illustrated in Figure 4.4 on page 55. The Adapter class extends MultiStack and adds a field sz to maintain the current size. It also overrides the methods push and pop in a way that updates this field whenever the corresponding operations are called. Finally, it adds a method size to return the current size of the stack.

4.2.1 Syntactic Aspect

Ignoring problems of instantiation, what we have achieved is exactly what we set out to do, the existing MultiStack was adapted to a framework it was not designed for. However, there are still two problems, both having to do with the principle of distributed extensibility again.

Consider what happens when the vendor of MultiStack actually adds a size operation and (for efficiency reasons maybe) decides to apply the final modifier to it (see Figure 4.5 on page 56). Once we install this new version of MultiStack,
module org.bloat.components {
    class Link {
        Object object; Link next;
    }
    public class MultiStack {
        Link top;
        public void push( Object o ) {
            Link x = new Link(); x.object = o;
            x.next = this.top; this.top = x;
        }
        public void pop() {
            this.top = this.top.next;
        }
        public void multi_pop( int n ) {
            while (n > 0) { this.pop(); n--; }
        }
        public Object top() {
            return this.top.object;
        }
        public boolean empty() {
            return this.top == null;
        }
    }
}

Figure 4.2: An \( \mathcal{IJ} \) implementation of a stack supporting the \texttt{multi\_pop} operation to \texttt{pop} \( n > 0 \) elements at once. (Error handling omitted for clarity.)

module gov.cia.framework {
    public interface Stack {
        public void push( Object o );
        public void pop();
        public void multi_pop( int n );
        public Object top();
        public int size();
    }
}

Figure 4.3: A mismatched stack interface that is not supported by \texttt{MultiStack} from Figure 4.2.
module net.lagoona.adapters {
    import BS = org.bloat.components, CS = gov.cia.framework;
    public class Adapter
        extends BS.MultiStack implements CS.Stack
    {
        int sz;
        // override push and pop
        public void push( Object o ) {
            super.push( o ); this.sz += 1;
        }
        public void pop() {
            super.pop(); this.sz -= 1;
        }
        // add size
        public int size() {
            return this.sz;
        }
        // multi_pop, top, and empty unchanged
    }
}

Figure 4.4: An $IJ$ adapter that allows MultiStack (from Figure 4.2 on the page before) to be used where Stack (from Figure 4.3 on the preceding page) is expected. (Error handling omitted for clarity.)
the Adapter class attempts to *override* instead of add the *size* method. Because it is declared *final*, however, this breaks our solution. This is commonly referred to as the *syntactic fragile base class problem*.

By extending a class like *MultiStack* through inheritance, we create a syntactic dependency on its interface, making not only assumption about what is contained in this interface, but also about what is *not* contained in it. Note, however, that this part of the problem could easily be resolved by stand-alone messages as described in Chapter 3 or by one of the more common mechanisms described therein.

### 4.2.2 Semantic Aspect

A problem that is much more difficult to resolve is the following: Consider what happens when the vendor of *MultiStack* changes *multi_pop* to update the linked list *directly* instead of sending *pop* messages.

As with the use of *final* for *size* above, this change might be motivated by performance considerations. If the new version of *MultiStack* is used through the Adapter now, the counter *sz* works fine as long as *multi_pop* is never used.
module org.bloat.components {
    ...
    public class MultiStack {
        Link top;
        public void push( Object o ) { ... }
        public void pop() { ... }
        public void multi_pop( int n ) {
            while (n > 0) { this.top = this.top.next; n--; }
        }
        public Object top() { ... }
        public boolean empty() { ... }
    }
}

Figure 4.6: A vendor change causing the semantic fragile base class problem (change emphasized, error handling omitted for clarity).

Once it is used, however, the counter value will bear no relation to the actual state of the stack abstraction anymore. The Adapter only overrides pop for counting, not multi_pop, so if pop is not called, the counter is not updated. This is an example for the semantic fragile base class problem.

By extending a class like MultiStack through inheritance, we create a semantic dependency on the call patterns within that class. If those call patterns are not documented, the use of inheritance for component adaptation becomes a guessing game. Even if our adapter works for a particular version of the adapted component, there is no guarantee that it will work for the next version. Note that we can not simply choose to override multi_pop as well and hope to solve the problem. If we do, we would not count accurately for the original implementation anymore because we would now update the counter twice instead of not at all.

4.3 Rethinking Inheritance and Delegation

The fragile base class problem discussed in Section 4.2 is not specific to IJ. Indeed, I made only very general assumptions about the “ingredients” for component-
oriented programming languages in Section 2.2 where the basics of \( IJ \) were outlined. The following analysis therefore applies to many existing programming languages.

### 4.3.1 Analysis

Given the problems that inheritance causes in \( IJ \), we could consider variations of the mechanism used in other object-oriented programming languages and hope that they provide a better solution to the problem of component adaptation. I briefly compare three different approaches in this section (see [Tai96] for a more detailed survey):

1. Inheritance based on overriding methods of a superclass.
2. Inheritance based on augmenting methods with a subclass.
3. Delegation of messages from one object to another object.

The first approach is the mechanism in \( IJ \) that we already studied above. It is also used in languages following the tradition of Simula [BDMN73, Mag93], including in Smalltalk [GR83], Eiffel [Mey92], C++ [Str00], Java [GJSB00], Modula-3 [CDG+91], and Oberon-2 [MW91].

The second approach is used in the programming language Beta [MMPN93] and its derivatives. Figure 4.7 on the following page compares these mechanisms in terms of the call patterns that arise. In the case of overriding, calls “start” from the “most derived” class and only reach superclasses when explicitly directed to the super reference. Even self calls in base classes bind to the “most derived” class. In the case of augmentation, calls “start” from the base class and only reach subclasses when explicitly directed to the inner reference. Even self calls in subclasses bind the the base class.

In terms of component adaptation, overriding allows us to adapt components in ways that were not foreseen by the original component vendor. However, we pay the price for this as illustrated by the semantic fragile base class problem. Augmentation, on the other hand, only allows us to adapt components in ways that
Figure 4.7: The two basic inheritance mechanisms based on overriding as in Java (a) and augmentation as in Beta (b). Delegation as in Self works according to (a) as well. (Arrows represent calls, dashed arrows before inheritance is applied.)

were foreseen by the original component vendor through a “proper” placement of inner calls. However, while providing a strictly weaker mechanism for adaptation, it does not solve the semantic fragile base class problem either.¹

The third and final approach, delegation [Lie86], is used in the programming language Self [US87]. Instead of being defined on classes, delegation is defined between individual objects. Objects “delegate” messages they do not “understand” to other objects who “answer” on their behalf. While there are a number of advantages to delegation, especially being able to determine “super classes” at runtime, the mechanism is equivalent to overriding inheritance in regard to the call patterns that arise [Ste87]. Delegation therefore suffers from the fragile base class problem as well. In summary, established “alternative” approaches to inheritance do not allow us to properly adapt components for new interfaces either.

¹Even if we augment all three relevant methods from our example, we still could not tell whether pop is used by multi_pop or not.
Figure 4.8: Adding a method using inheritance between classes (a) or forwarding between objects (b). (Arrows are “calls,” dashed arrows are “instance-of” relationships, dotted arrows are object references).

4.3.2 Synthesis

It should now be obvious that the problem of all mechanisms discussed above is the recursive binding of the \texttt{self} reference. To avoid the fragile base class problem, we have to avoid allowing this reference to change in non-local ways while still allowing us to adapt components as necessary, either by \textit{adding} operations not previously supported or by \textit{overriding} operations to perform slightly different tasks. The idea of delegation actually points the way to a straightforward solution for both of these problems.

Consider the task of adding an operation not previously supported by a component first. In Figure 4.8, we contrast the use of inheritance and \textit{forwarding} in this regard. Instead of a single object in which inheritance and thus recursive binding of \texttt{self} are performed, we maintain two objects of “unrelated” classes. Instead of \texttt{B} extending \texttt{A}, it keeps a reference to an \texttt{A} object which can handle the messages \texttt{A1} and \texttt{A2}. Since we want to add support for a message \texttt{B1}, class \texttt{B} implements a method for it. However, \texttt{B} also implements methods for \texttt{A1} and \texttt{A2}, but these methods simply “forward” the messages they receive to the \texttt{A} reference (not shown in Figure 4.8).
Now consider the task of overriding an operation. In Figure 4.9, we again contrast the use of inheritance and forwarding in this regard. To override $A_2$ in $B$, we simply implement the changes we need instead of forwarding the message to $A$ unchanged. If we do need the equivalent of a super call, we send a message to the $A$ reference explicitly from within $B$. $A_2$ to achieve this.

Used in this manner, forwarding allows us to perform the necessary component adaption tasks. Since all involved classes remain “self contained” it also avoids the fragile base class problem. However, we now have to write a number of methods that just contain code to send a received message on to another object, a task that will become quite tedious at some point. Using inheritance, those messages that were not overridden in a subclass would “automatically” be sent to the implementation in the superclass.

In other words, we would prefer a mechanism as convenient as inheritance in that it allows us to express the forwarding relationships necessary without repeating ourselves for each message, while at the same time being safer in the sense that it avoids the fragile base class problem. We obviously have to express the forward-
ing relationship at least once, however we can take inheritance as an example for how to approach the problem. Instead of listing all the forwarded messages explicitly, we can introduce a single method default that is invoked whenever an object receives a message that it does not handle explicitly. Inside this default method, we can then forward this message to another object. To keep the this mechanism simple and close to the behavior of inheritance, we should leave the identity of the actual message received opaque during this process, leading to the name generic message forwarding for the resulting mechanism.

4.4 The Expressiveness of Forwarding

Generic message forwarding as introduced above enables us to perform unforeseen and safe component adaptation in a convenient manner. However, since it does not allow for recursive binding of self references, it must clearly be a weaker mechanism than the various forms of inheritance discussed in Section 4.3. While we do not require the full power of inheritance for component-oriented programming, the question of how much expressiveness we lose in dropping inheritance mechanisms is still of interest. In this section, I therefore demonstrate to what extent various forms of inheritance can be “decomposed” into the more basic mechanisms of object composition and message forwarding using several examples. I also study a number of common object-oriented design patterns to verify how common those uses of inheritance that can not be decomposed are in practice.

4.4.1 Decomposing Inheritance

The goal for this section is to decompose various forms of inheritance into the more basic mechanisms of object composition and message forwarding. To keep the discussion relatively brief, a number of restrictions that will not change the applicability of the results are imposed. First, we do not discuss the problem of shared state since it can always be expressed in terms of message sends. Furthermore, we ignore the problem of object identity and the related question of transparency to
The “base case” for our discussion of call patterns is a single class $A$ that has neither ancestors nor descendants. Since inheritance is not used at all, we (trivially) do not need to decompose it either.

Next, we consider a class $A$ that defines a method $X$ and a descendent class $B$ that extends $A$ and defines a $Y$ method. This scenario is depicted in Figure 4.10 where we also show the resulting decomposition. On the one hand, since the message $Y$ was not known when the method $X$ was implemented, the call pattern resulting when we send a message $X$ to an instance of $B$ can not involve the $Y$ method. This case can thus easily be decomposed by implementing $X$ in $B$ to for-
ward to an instance of $A$. On the other hand, if we send a message $Y$ to an instance of $B$, the method $Y$ could send a $X$ message to $self$. However, this case is already handled correctly by the forwarding method $X$ in $B$. Thus we can accurately decompose inheritance relationships that add methods in descendent classes.

For the next two examples, we consider a class $A$ that defines a method $Y$ and a descendent class $B$ which extends $A$ and also defines a $Y$ method. This scenario is depicted in Figure 4.11 for two different inheritance mechanisms.

Figure 4.11(a) illustrates the well-known “overriding” semantics of inheritance used in Smalltalk, Eiffel, Java, and most other object-oriented languages. If we send the message $Y$ to an instance of $A$, the method $A.Y$ will be invoked (“before” in Figure 4.11(a)). However, if we send the same message to an instance of $B$, the method $B.Y$ will be invoked (“after” in Figure 4.11(a)). Inside the $B.Y$ method, we can invoke $A.Y$ by sending the message $Y$ to super. To decompose the “overriding” semantics, the class $B$ has to hold a reference to an $A$ instance, and to emulate the receiver super we send messages to that instance.
Figure 4.11(b) on the preceding page illustrates the somewhat obscure “augmentation” semantics of inheritance used in Beta. As before, if we send the message $Y$ to an instance of $A$, the method $A.Y$ will be invoked (“before” in Figure 4.11(b) on the page before). However, if we send the same message to an instance of $B$, the method $A.Y$ will still be invoked (“after” in Figure 4.11(b) on the preceding page). Inside the $A.Y$ method, we can invoke $B.Y$ by sending the message $Y$ to $inner$.\footnote{In Beta, $inner$ is actually a keyword and no message sending is involved; the semantics, however, are identical.} To decompose the “augmentation” semantics, the class $A$ has to hold a reference to a $B$ instance, and to emulate the receiver $inner$ we send messages to that instance.

A number of comments are in order at this point. First, note that our decomposition of these two inheritance mechanisms makes their differences more explicit. The “overriding” semantics allow us to redefine methods in ways that the author of the ancestor class did not anticipate. The “augmentation” semantics rely on the author of the ancestor class to provide suitable “hooks” for extension. We can thus view these inheritance mechanisms as corresponding to \textit{wrappers} and \textit{plugins} in the paradigm of component-oriented programming [SGM02]. Next, note that while the two inheritance mechanisms can not easily emulate each other, we can emulate both through composition and forwarding, even concurrently. That is, we can “extend” a class $A$ through “overriding” by wrapping it in an instance of a class $B$ and through “augmenting” by supplying it with a plugin instance of a class $C$ as well. Finally, note that in our model, the concepts of \textit{super}, \textit{inner}, and \textit{self} are very transparent and therefore easy to understand. Sending a message to \textit{self} always invokes a method in the same class, sending a message to \textit{super} always invokes a method in the “closest” ancestor class, and sending a message to \textit{inner} always invokes a method in the “closest” descendent class. This is not the case in inheritance-based models, which will complicate the remaining decomposition.

Consider the example in Figure 4.12 on the next page. The class $A$ initially defines two methods $A.X$ and $A.Y$ and the method $A.Y$ sends the message $X$ to \textit{self}, resulting in the dotted call pattern. The descendent class $B$ extends $A$ and
overrides \(A.Y\) with a \(B.Y\) method. This method does not call \(A.Y\) through \textit{super} but instead sends \(X\) to \textit{self}, resulting in the dashed call pattern. We have already seen how to decompose the scenario up to now: we give \(B\) a reference to an \(A\) instance and defined \(B.X\) as a forwarding method. However, we will now add a third class to the mix. The descendent class \(C\) extends \(B\) (and therefore \(A\) as well) and overrides \(A.X\) with a \(C.X\) method, which also calls \(A.X\) through \textit{super}. The resulting call pattern can not be easily decomposed. If we define a forwarding method \(C.Y\) the send of \(X\) to \textit{self} in \(B.Y\) would cause in \(C.X\) to be ignored. We cannot make \(C\) into a plugin for \(B\) either since \(C.X\) uses \textit{super} whereas plugins only work for \textit{inner}. Also, this would make \(B\) dependent on a plugin even when none is required, i.e. when we only need \(B\) and not \(C\) instances.

The only viable approach is to pass the “right” \textit{self} as an explicit parameter with each message. To see how this works, we need to “follow the message” through the resulting call pattern. Assume we send \(Y\) to an instance \(c\) of \(C\) with the parameter \textit{self} identifying the (arbitrary) source instance. The \(C.Y\) method forwards this message an instance of \(B\) and also replaces the existing \textit{self} parameter with \(c\) instead. In \(B.Y\) we send \(X\) to the \textit{self} = \(c\) we were passed, but in turn we replace the \textit{self} parameter with \(b\) again. Instead of the call through \textit{super}, \(C.X\) will send
$X$ to the $self = b$ parameter, passing $self = c$ once again. The $B.X$ method simply forwards to $A.X$ and we have recreated the call pattern induced by inheritance in this example.

It should be quite obvious that the resulting implementation is very sensitive to changes in the composition. One possible conclusion to draw from this example is that inheritance should not be decomposed at all. However, we believe that the opposite is true. Our decomposition simply sheds some light onto the complexity of call patterns that object-oriented programs sometimes exhibit. Put another way, if a call pattern is complex to decompose, chances are that it is complex to understand as well. This complexity remains hidden from the programmer by “virtue” of the inheritance mechanism, which in turn makes systems exhibiting these call patterns difficult to understand. Finally we get to the question of how common these complex call patterns are in practice, which leads us to the next section.

### 4.4.2 Design Patterns

It should now be obvious that forwarding can *not* express all the call patterns that can be constructed using inheritance or delegation. However, it should also be obvious that we can not retain either mechanism if we want to ensure distributed extensibility, since both are affected by the fragile base class problem. At this point, an obvious question to ask is how often those call patterns “beyond” forwarding arise in practice.

We could obviously study this question by examining a large number of “real world” systems and measuring frequency of these call patterns. A drawback of such an approach is that we can never be sure whether the results we obtain are “representative” or just artifacts of the particular systems chosen. Therefore, instead of studying actual systems, we fall back on a more “abstract” set of examples, namely design patterns.

Object-oriented design patterns are “elements of reusable object-oriented software” that capture proven solutions to recurring software development problems [GVJH95]. Somewhat unintentionally, design patterns also provide examples for
Table 4.1: Use of inheritance in design patterns [GVJH95] for interface (fully abstract ancestor) or implementation (partially concrete ancestor) reasons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Abstract</th>
<th>Concrete</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abstract Factory</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Builder</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factory Method</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Replacing “inner” (Section 4.4.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prototype</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singleton</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adapter</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+/−</td>
<td>Class Adapter / Object Adapter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridge</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decorator</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facade</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flyweight</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proxy</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chain of Responsib.</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpreter</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iterator</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediator</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memento</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observer</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Template Method</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Replacing “inner” (Section 4.4.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visitor</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

typical uses of object-oriented programming languages. Given that something is described as a design pattern, it must have occurred often enough to be identified as such. Thus, if many design patterns utilize a certain language mechanism, we can be reasonably sure that many “real world” software systems use the mechanism as well. Here we are particularly interested in how common design patterns make use of inheritance mechanisms.

In Table 4.1, we list the design patterns from [GVJH95] and classify them regarding their use of inheritance. A “+” in the column “Abstract” means that inheritance from a fully abstract ancestor class is used to establish a common interface
in the sense of subtyping. A “+” in the column “Concrete” means that inheritance from a (partially) concrete ancestor class is used in the sense of subclassing. Somewhat surprisingly, only three out of 23 design patterns critically depend on inheritance for subclassing. Two of these, Factory Method and Template Method, use inheritance to provide “hooks” that descendent classes are expected to override. As we saw in Section 4.4.1, the resulting call patterns can be decomposed using the “plugin” approach. Only one variation of the Adapter pattern resists any attempt at decomposition. A Class Adapter uses multiple inheritance for efficiency reasons: it allows adapting an existing class without the need for auxiliary objects. Obviously, we can not decompose this particular use of inheritance while staying true to the intent of the pattern.

Our sample of design patterns illustrates that most uses of inheritance can be decomposed easily. While it would be a fallacy to conclude that because some mechanism is not used in design patterns, it is also unused in real systems, we still get the impression that the importance of inheritance might be overrated to some extent.

4.5 Evaluation

To evaluate the concept of generic message forwarding, I compare it to a number of existing approaches for solving the fragile base class problem: component models, programming conventions, design patterns, and generic wrappers. Finally, I summarize my results.

4.5.1 Component Models

In the domain of component models, it is again Microsoft’s COM that follows our approach most directly [Mic95]. There is not support for inheritance in COM, for the same reasons pointed out above. Instead, COM relies on forwarding of messages between individual objects, however it does not provide a generic mechanism for this and forwarding has to be performed on a “per message” basis. It
would, however, be straightforward to implement generic message forwarding on top of COM.

4.5.2 Programming Conventions

In their excellent analysis of the fragile base class problem, MIKHAJLOV and Sekerinski develop an elaborate set of programming conventions to restrict inheritance mechanisms in a suitable way [MS98]. As with stand-alone messages in Chapter 3, the problem with such an approach is that it can not be enforced by the compiler, and thus is not reliable enough for component-oriented programming where we have to rule out the potential for the fragile base class problem to arise.

4.5.3 Design Patterns

The basic idea of forwarding is also at the root of many design patterns [GVJH95], for example the Adapter or Proxy patterns. As with programming conventions, these patterns can avoid the fragile base class problem, but they can not be enforced by the compiler. Regarding support for component-oriented programming, design patterns are therefore not reliable enough.

4.5.4 Generic Wrappers

Generic wrappers [BW00] provide an alternative to generic message forwarding that is type safe and allows for most of the component adaptation necessary. However, the mechanism can not be used to support the construction of flexible frameworks, in which generic message forwarding allows extensibility in terms of messages as well as component adaptation.

Unrelated to forwarding, generic wrappers also rely on several programming conventions that we can rule out through stand-alone messages. It seems promising to investigate the integration of generic wrappers with stand-alone messages.
4.5.5 Summary

Generic message forwarding provides a convenient mechanism for component adaptation that avoids the fragile base class problem.

The mechanism is *simpler* to understand than inheritance because it does not lead to recursive binding of `self` and the resulting non-local call patterns. While clearly not as powerful as inheritance in its various forms, generic message forwarding is able to express a large number of typical uses for inheritance. In particular, it can be used to express all but one out of 23 common object-oriented design patterns examined.

Generic message forwarding is more *flexible* than class-based inheritance since it works along the object graph which can be changed at runtime. In this regard, generic message forwarding is similar to delegation, but again does not suffer from the fragile base class problem.

This flexibility does, however, come at a price in terms of *safety* and *efficiency*. In the presence of generic message forwarding, we can not guarantee complete static type safety anymore since the compiler lacks explicit information about the structure of the object graph and the forwarding relationships that will be imposed on it. I will return to this problem in Chapter 5 and Chapter 7, suggesting various ways in which it can be mitigated. Furthermore, forwarding messages along the object graph obviously requires more work than statically resolving these relationships in the presence of inheritance. Generic message forwarding is thus in the same position as delegation when it comes to performance. As I will discuss in Chapter 6, there are certain situations in which generic message forwarding actually beats the performance of explicitly coded forwarding relationships following design patterns.
Chapter 5

Lagoona

... 8. A programming language is low level when its programs require attention to the irrelevant. ... 19. A language that doesn’t affect the way you think about programming, is not worth knowing. ...

— ALAN J. PERLIS [Per82]

In this chapter, I present the Lagoona design framework for the organizational structure of component-oriented programming languages, which is based on the mechanisms of stand-alone messages and generic message forwarding.

I start with a brief history of the Lagoona project and several remarks on the imperative language core (Section 5.1). Next I discuss the object model that languages following the Lagoona design framework exhibit and illustrate these abstract ideas with a number of simple code examples (Section 5.2). This leads into a discussion of various applications—technical as well as non-technical—of the object model, including novel solutions to several important design and implementation problems in component-oriented programming (Section 5.3). Finally, I evaluate Lagoona by comparing it to a number of existing proposals for component-oriented programming languages and related language mechanisms (Section 5.4).
5.1 Overview

The design framework I present below was developed as part of the Lagoona project which investigates programming language support for the paradigm of component-oriented programming. Besides this focus, however, the project is also concerned with language design and implementation “for its own sake,” and several ideas unrelated to component-oriented programming have been explored. The “art of simplicity” as practiced by WIRTH has been an important guideline throughout the project and led to tradeoffs that might be a little surprising in this day and age [BGP00].

5.1.1 Historical Remarks

A complete account of the programming language developments that eventually lead to Lagoona would have to start with Algol 60 [Nau63, RR64], but such an account would hardly qualify as a “remark” anymore. I will therefore start with Oberon [RW92], which could be described as a “minimalist’s” object-oriented programming language. Oberon was designed in the 1980s by WIRTH in the tradition and spirit of Pascal [JW91] and Modula-2 [Wir89], his previous and more well-known designs. Oberon dropped many of the mechanisms that were rarely used in Modula-2 with the goal of making the language truly minimal and simple. Only a few mechanisms were added, most importantly type-extension between record types, the basis for object-oriented programming.

Oberon retained Modula’s module concept and could thus be described as the earliest language following the “standard model” for a component-oriented programming language (see Section 2.2). More importantly, however, the Oberon System [WG92] already contained many of the ideas that would lead to component-oriented programming as later formulated by SZYPERSKI and others [SGM02]. One of these ideas, namely the use of message objects to implement an extensible architecture for Oberon’s user interface, eventually gave rise to the notion of stand-
alone messages.\footnote{Oberon’s message objects would be classified as an application of the Command design pattern today [GVJ95].} The first language construct for messages, albeit still far from their current form, appeared in Object Oberon [MTG89], an experimental extension of the Oberon language that added “better” support for object-oriented programming. Curiously, the message construct is absent from Oberon-2 [MW91], which in turn developed out of Object Oberon. The next language construct for messages appeared in the “protocol extension” proposal for Oberon by FRANZ [Fra95]. At this point, the notion becomes first recognizable as the current concept, although the emphasis of the proposal is not on messages but rather on a form of “modular mixin inheritance” that allows new methods to be added to classes retroactively. In the first Lagoona proposal, messages finally appear in pretty much their current form, although embedded in quite a different object model [Fra96, Fra97b]. The same is true for concept of generic message forwarding, which also has been refined further into the form described in this dissertation.

For the record, the central differences between the original Lagoona proposal (“Lagoona 97”) and the object model of Lagoona described here are the introduction of two message send operators leading to improved type safety, the introduction of structural conformance between interface types, and the removal of type-extension between implementation types.

### 5.1.2 Core Language

In spite of the Java-based surface syntax I have used throughout this dissertation, Lagoona’s imperative core language consists of a simplified version of Oberon. However, a number of genuine Java influences are present as well, for example the rule that instances of objects are always treated using reference semantics.

The core language is designed to be as simple as possible. It supports \texttt{int}, \texttt{float}, \texttt{boolean}, and \texttt{char} as basic data types, as well as type constructors for arrays and records (classes). Apart from assignment commands, the core supports the usual control structures such as \texttt{if}, a safe form of \texttt{switch} without \texttt{break},
while, repeat, and a bounded form of for. Sequences of commands or arithmetic expressions can be abstracted using a standard procedure mechanism, with parameter passing following the Ada [Int95] model of explicit in, out, and inout parameter modes. This allows describing the intended data-flow across a parameter explicitly, but without committing to a certain implementation of parameter passing.

As pointed out in Section 2.2, the computational core language is not important for the organizational structure and could just as well be in the form of a functional or logical languages. However, our experience with Lagoona implementations is so far limited to imperative core languages, and I wanted to document the nature of the core I assume in the following for reference.

I would also like to point out that the core language has been explicitly designed to facilitate simple yet efficient code generation. The control flow structure is limited and enables the generation of advanced intermediate representations (such as SSA form) as well as common code generation tasks (such as register allocation) to be performed in straightforward ways [BM94, Tho98]. There is, for example, no return command that can be used to leave procedures at arbitrary points thus complicating the control flow.

5.2 Object Model

The object model at the core of the Lagoona design framework separates many of the roles traditionally played by classes in object-oriented programming languages, turning them into individual language constructs. Table 5.1 on the next page provides a compact comparison of how different design concerns are mapped onto language constructs in traditional object-oriented languages and in Lagoona.

At the lowest level of Lagoona’s object model are messages and methods. Messages are abstract operations that describe what effect they achieve, while methods are concrete operations that describe how a certain effect is achieved. In other words, messages are specifications for methods, and methods are implementa-
Table 5.1: Design concerns and corresponding language constructs in traditional object-oriented languages and in Lagoona.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concern</th>
<th>Traditional</th>
<th>Lagoona</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Encapsulation</td>
<td>Class (modifiers)</td>
<td>Module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specification</td>
<td>Class (abstract method)</td>
<td>Message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Class (abstract)</td>
<td>Interface Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation</td>
<td>Class (concrete method)</td>
<td>Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Class (concrete)</td>
<td>Implementation Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modification</td>
<td>Class (inheritance)</td>
<td>Forwarding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.1: Notation for messages and interface types that include them, as well as for methods and implementation types to which they are bound.

tions of messages. At the next higher level, messages and methods are grouped into *interface types* and *implementation types*. An interface type is simply a set of messages, while an implementation type consists of a set of methods and associated storage definitions. Variables of these types are called *interface references* and *implementation references* respectively. Implementation types serve as generators for *instances*, which are first-class values that can be assigned to implementation or interface references. As with messages and methods, interface types and implementation types serve as specifications and implementations for each other. We use the notation shown in Figure 5.1 to express these relationships graphically (the notion of conformance is defined in more detail below). At the highest level of the object model are *modules* which encapsulate sets of messages, methods, interface types, and implementation types. Modules are *unique* in the sense that only a sin-
single copy of a certain module can exist in a given system. Figure 5.2 summarizes the design framework graphically.

So far, this description of Lagoona’s object model reads almost like the textbook definition of any object-oriented programming language. What sets the Lagoona framework apart are the following additional relations between the concepts introduced above. Although messages are “grouped into” interface types, they are not declared in the scope of a type but rather in the scope of a module. Since modules are unique, this implies that messages are unique as well. This is the concept of stand-alone messages introduced in Chapter 3. In contrast to messages, methods are declared in the scope of an implementation type. This asymmetry is intentional, since we want to support multiple implementations of identical specifications on the level of messages and methods as well as on the level of interface types and implementation types. To relate interface types and implementation types (including their instances), we need to define some notion of conformance:

1. An interface type $B$ denoting a set of messages $M_B$ conforms to an interface type $A$ denoting a set of messages $M_A$ if and only if $M_B$ is a superset of $M_A$:

$$\Gamma \vdash A = M_A \quad B = M_B \quad M_A \subseteq M_B$$

In other words, we employ structural conformance or structural subtyping between interface types.
2. An implementation type $C$ with a set of methods implementing a set of messages $M_C$ conforms to an interface type $B$ denoting a set of messages $M_B$ if and only if $M_C$ is a superset of $M_B$:

$$\text{IntImpConf} \quad \Gamma \vdash B = M_B \quad C = M_C \quad M_B \subseteq M_C$$

(5.2)

We extend structural conformance to implementation types, and if (5.1) and (5.2) hold, $A \leq C$ will hold as well. Furthermore, this enables a form of inclusion polymorphism that we like to call implementation polymorphism.

3. An interface type never conforms to an implementation type. Of course, Lagoona allows interface types to be cast to implementation types, guarded by a dynamic check.

4. Two implementation types only conform if they are the same type. In other words, we employ occurrence equivalence between implementation types.

This completes the definition of conformance, but the fourth case raises the question of how implementation types can be reused or adapted.

At runtime, Lagoona’s object model essentially reduces to a web of independent instances that communicate through messages. Assume we are sending a message $m$ to a receiver $r$, which can be an interface or an implementation reference, whose type $R$ denotes a message set $M_R$. We distinguish two message send operators with different semantics:

1. The first operator $\rightarrow$ is strict in the sense that the expression $m \rightarrow r$ is valid if and only if $m$ is an element of $M_R$:

$$\text{StrictSend} \quad \Gamma \vdash r : R \quad R = M_R \quad m \in M_R$$

(5.3)

In other words, this operator statically ensures that the message $m$ will be “handled” by the instance bound to $r$.

2. The second operator $\Rightarrow$ is blind in the sense that the expression $m \Rightarrow r$ is always valid.

$$\text{BlindSend} \quad \Gamma \vdash m \in M \quad r : R$$

(5.4)
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Of course, we have to guard the application of this operator by a dynamic check, similar to the one for casts mentioned above.²

The blind message send operator is necessary to support reuse and adaptation by intercepting and rerouting messages. Implementation types can define a default method which is triggered for messages that do not have an explicit method associated with them. Inside this default method, messages can be resent or forwarded to other instances. This is the concept of generic message forwarding introduced in Chapter 4. The actual message remains opaque during this process. Obviously, the strict message send operator alone would not be sufficient to support this.

Lagoona’s object model can be viewed as another step towards eliminating the dominance of the class construct in object-oriented languages. Previous steps include the separation of interfaces and implementations [Sny86] and the separation of modules and types [Szy92], both of which are widely accepted by now. In the remainder of this section I explain each element of Lagoona’s object model in more detail. I also discuss how these elements are mapped into the actual programming language using several concrete examples.

5.2.1 Modules

Lagoona’s top-level language construct is the module, which serves a variety of purposes. Modules are compilation units and result in object files which in turn are the units of deployment [SGM02]. Modules live in a flat, global namespace and cannot be nested. However, we employ a “hierarchical” naming convention based on Internet domain names, similar to the one originally proposed for Java packages [GJSB00]. Modules are sealed in the sense of CARDelli [Car89]; only explicitly exported declarations are visible to clients, and no new declarations can be added from the outside. Modules can import other modules and then refer to their exported declarations. These references are fully qualified, but to avoid “excessive” qualifications we allow the introduction of local aliases for imported modules.

²For sensible assignment semantics, it is also necessary to restrict ⇒ to messages that do not return a result.
Figure 5.3: The stack abstraction in Lagoon. Messages are bound to modules, not types.

The module shown in Figure 5.3 exports all its declarations by marking them public. The module in Figure 5.5 on page 82 imports the first one under the alias S and uses this alias to qualify further references, for example to the message push. However, several declarations inside the second module are not marked public and are therefore hidden from its clients.

5.2.2 Messages

One feature that sets Lagoon apart from established object-oriented programming languages is stand-alone messages. As shown in Figure 5.3, messages are bound to (declared in) modules instead of types. Since modules are unique within a given system, and since no two messages can have the same name within a given module, our approach makes messages unique as well. If messages were bound to types, the approach taken in most conventional object-oriented languages, we could not guarantee this property in general. Surprisingly, many of the applications described in Section 5.3 stem from this seemingly trivial difference.

We usually associate a semi-formal specification with each message, in terms of preconditions, postconditions, and invariants. The push message, for example, would be characterized with the precondition “obj $\neq$ null” and the postcondition...
We use the notation shown in Figure 5.4 to express these relationships between messages graphically. Finally, we assume that a message and its specification are immutable once published, which is similar to the assumption made about interfaces in COM [Mic95] and related technologies.

### 5.2.3 Interface Types

Messages are the basis for interface types (interface in our concrete syntax) which represent references to objects that implement a certain set of messages. In Figure 5.3 on the preceding page, the interface type Stack is declared as supporting the messages push, pop, top, and empty. If we declare a variable s of type Stack, we can only assign objects that implement at least these four operations to s. As explained in Section 5.2, conformance to interface types is structural. The pervasive interface type any represents the empty message set and is the top element in the resulting type lattice. Note that the name we give to an interface type is only a convenient abbreviation; instead of using such a name, we could also declare isomorphic interface types repeatedly. Conceptually, interface types
module com.lagoona.thesis.simple_stacks {
    import S = com.lagoona.thesis.stacks;
    class Link {
        any object; Link next;
    }
    public class Stack {
        Link top;
        method void initialize() {
            this.top = null;
        }
        method void S.push(any obj) {
            Link x = new Link(); x.object = obj;
            x.next = this.top; this.top = x;
        }
        method void S.pop() {
            this.top = this.top.next;
        }
        method any S.top() {
            return this.top.object;
        }
        method boolean S.empty() {
            return this.top == null;
        }
    }
}

Figure 5.5: An implementation of the stack abstraction. Methods implementing messages are bound to types.
in Lagoona are used to decouple independent components, similar to the use of interfaces in both COM [Mic95] and to a certain extent Java [GJSB00].

5.2.4 Implementation Types

Implementation types (class in our concrete syntax) host methods and declarations for instance variables. Consider the implementation of the Stack abstraction shown in Figure 5.5 on the page before. Each method implements exactly one message imported from the module S. The message initialize (and also finalize) has a special meaning in Lagoona: it is sent by the runtime system immediately after an instance has been created (or, in the case of finalize, right before it is garbage collected). The class Link is essentially used as a simple record type without any methods.

Figure 5.6 on the following page illustrates how message forwarding between instances is used to “extend” an existing implementation type. In this example, we want to extend the stack abstraction (and its implementation) with an operation that determines the number of elements currently on the stack. First we introduce a new message elements which does exactly that. Next we declare a class Stack that has an interface reference to another stack and an instance variable for the actual counter. The method elements simply returns the counter value. The methods S.push and S.pop update the counter and forward their messages to the “basic” stack instance.

Although not directly related to the extension we want to produce, we also have to implement the messages S.top and S.empty. The reason is that both of these messages return a value and can therefore not be handled by the generic message forwarding mechanism implemented in the default method. However, implementing the default method as shown allows this extension to be composed with other, unrelated extensions.
module com.lagoona.thesis.counting_stacks {
    import S = com.lagoona.papers.thesis.stacks;
    public message int elements();
    public class Stack {
        S.Stack stack;
        int count;
        method void initialize( S.Stack stack ) {
            this.stack = stack; this.count = 0;
        }
        method int elements() {
            return this.count;
        }
        method void S.push( any obj ) {
            this.count += 1; S.push( obj ) -> this.stack;
        }
        method void S.pop() {
            this.count -= 1; S.pop() -> this.stack;
        }
        method any S.top() {
            return S.top() -> this.stack;
        }
        method boolean S.empty() {
            return this.count == 0;
        }
        method void default() {
            current => this.stack;
        }
    }
}

Figure 5.6: Adding counting to the stack abstraction and its implementation.
5.3 Applications

In this section, we illustrate how stand-alone messages and generic message forwarding address a number of recurring design and implementation problems in both object-oriented programming and component-oriented programming.

5.3.1 Structural Interface Conformance

Conformance of an implementation type $A$ to an interface type $B$ can either be declared explicitly as in Java [GJSB00], or it can be inferred based on a structural property as in the Lagoona design framework. Structural conformance has a number of advantages, especially for software evolution [LBR98]. More importantly, however, a certain degree of structural conformance is required for component-oriented programming [BW98].

Consider two interface types $A$ and $B$ that have been defined independently by vendors $A$ and $B$. Vendors $C$ and $D$ define—again independently—combinations of $A$ and $B$, for example $C = A + B$ and $D = B + A$. While both $C$ and $D$ support exactly the same messages, they do not necessarily conform to each other. Most object-oriented languages rely on a declared form of conformance, i.e. types are equivalent by name (or by occurrence) instead of by structure (or by extent).

The usual objection to structural conformance is that it is “weaker” than declared conformance because it can result in “accidental” conformance relations that the programmer did not anticipate. The archetypal example of this problem is an interface type Cowboy that includes a message draw and an interface type Shape that also includes a draw message, presumably with different semantics. In a language that supports stand-alone messages, accidental conformance of this kind is not possible. The two draw messages would have to be defined in different modules and would therefore be distinguishable.

The use of structural conformance has been proposed before. In Modula-3 [CDG+91] structural conformance is used by default, but reference types can be branded to avoid accidental conformance. However, all brands in a composed sys-
import f = edu.uci.framework;
...

// does not modify "s"
void printTop( f.Stack s ) {
    if (!f.empty() -> s) {
        print( f.top() -> s );
    }
}
...

Figure 5.7: Example method to illustrate minimal typing.

tem (a “program” in Modula-3) must be unique, which can restrict independent extensibility by mutually unaware vendors. The compound types proposal for Java [BW98] uses declared conformance for individual interfaces and structural conformance for combined interfaces. Although backward compatible with Java, compound types add additional rules to an already complex language and do not address the problem of interface conflicts at all. Another proposal for Java [LBR98] requires that interfaces for which structural conformance should be used must extend an explicit marker interface Structural.

In contrast to these approaches, structural conformance in Lagoona does not require any additional language constructs to avoid accidental conformance. Furthermore, our design is more flexible since any arbitrary combination of messages can be “promoted” to an interface type which can subsequently be used with the “correct” conformance relationships.

5.3.2 Minimal Typing

An interesting application of structural conformance is that signatures of messages can be typed in a “minimal” way to express certain invariants. Consider a method that prints the top element of a Stack as shown in Figure 5.7. In this example, the fact that printTop does not modify the Stack is only stated as a comment. Clients are therefore unable to rely on this information with the same confidence.
that they rely on annotations that are expressed in the type system directly. In Lagoona, we can express this fact succinctly and safely by using an anonymous interface type to define the signature of `printTop` as follows:

```c
void printTop ( interface {f.empty,f.top} s )
```

Given this signature, only the `empty` and `top` messages could be sent to `s`, ensuring that `printTop` does indeed not modify the stack. Obviously this holds as long as `printTop` does not `cast` the parameter to another type that exposes more messages.
package org.bloat.pubsub;
public interface Publisher {
    public void attach( Subscriber me );
    public void detach( Subscriber me );
    public Object get();
    public void set( Object data );
}
public interface Subscriber {
    public void update( Publisher from );
}

Figure 5.9: Naive publishers and subscribers in Java.

5.3.3 Component Reentrance

When we use messages and interface types to specify the functionality of certain instances, we often make the assumption that each operation executes atomically. However, for certain design patterns that rely on “callbacks” between instances this is not the case, leading to the component reentrance problem [MSL99, SGM02].

Consider the Observer (or Publish-Subscribe) design pattern [GVJH95] for example, which is used to achieve loose coupling between objects by implicit invocation. A publisher encapsulates some kind of data that is of interest to subscribers. When this data changes, the publisher automatically notifies all its current subscribers. Figure 5.9 illustrates how this design pattern could be modeled in Java using two interfaces Publisher and Subscriber. Subscribers attach themselves to a publisher, and whenever set is invoked, the publisher in turn invokes update on all registered subscribers. Subscribers then use get to retrieve the current state of the publisher and update themselves accordingly.

While this sounds great, there are in fact several problems. For example, consider subscribers that send attach or detach to the publisher from within their update method. Since the publisher is currently traversing some kind of data structure to update all subscribers, the effect of these operations becomes highly dependent on the implementation of this traversal. Even worse, as shown in Figure 5.8 on the page before, subscribers might send set within their update
module com.lagoona.pubsub {
  public interface Publisher { attach, detach, get, set }
  public message void attach( Subscriber me );
  public message void detach( Subscriber me );
  public message any get();
  public message void set( any data );
  public interface Subscriber { update }
  public message void update( interface { get } from );
}

Figure 5.10: Smarter publishers and subscribers in Lagoona. As shown here, only get can be sent within update.

method, resulting in infinite recursion.

The component reentrance problem can be solved by implementing publishers very defensively, e.g. by cloning the data structure before traversal and by protecting the set method using some kind of flag. However, the problem really boils down to what messages can be sent to the publisher from within the update method. If we restrict this set of messages, we can statically ensure that the reentrance problem does not occur.

Figure 5.10 shows how we would model the design pattern in Lagoona. Instead of typing the from parameter of update with Publisher, we introduce an anonymous interface type that only supports the get message. While subscribers can still send other messages if they have another reference to the publisher, or if they cast the from parameter accordingly, our description of the design pattern is still more accurate and elegant. To achieve the same result in Java, we would have to introduce an artificial base type, e.g. PublisherJustGet, that we derive Publisher from.

5.3.4 Iterators

Certain programming languages, CLU [LAB+79] and Sather [MOSS96] for example, offer an iterator construct to traverse encapsulated data structures in a modular manner. In most object-oriented programming languages, iterators are “emulated”
class JavaIterator {
    public void action() {
        Enumeration e = container.elements();
        while ( e.hasMoreElements() ) {
            Object obj = e.nextElement();
            System.out.println( obj );
        }
    }
}

Figure 5.11: Using iterators in Java.

at the library level [GVJH95, SL94]. Using Lagoona’s mechanism for generic message forwarding, we can implement iterators that are as powerful as library approaches, but often as convenient to use as language approaches.

Figure 5.11 shows how iterators are commonly used in Java and similar languages that follow the library approach. The container class provides a method, in this case `elements`, that returns an iterator object. This object encapsulates the necessary operations to perform the actual traversal, and offers an interface to check for more elements or to advance to the next element. However, the iteration loop itself must be implemented manually each time an iteration is required.

In Lagoona, we can offer a more elegant solution that avoids this tedious repetition. Since the `default` method enables us to specify a strategy for forwarding messages in the imperative core language, we are by no means limited to just a single receiver. Instead, we can implement a generic `broadcast` mechanism for messages. Figure 5.12 on page 92 shows how we can use this idea to implement iterators in Lagoona. The container `Array` implements a message `forward`, which returns an iterator instance. The iterator contains a reference to the elements to be traversed and fully encapsulates the iteration strategy. For this example, we have limited ourselves to forward iteration, but a `backward` message could easily be
added, returning an iterator instance for backward iteration. The actual iteration
is performed by simply sending a message to the iterator instance. The iterator it-
self does not implement any message but instead broadcasts all received messages
to the elements in the container. The actual action to be performed on each element
is located in a method of the container elements. Message parameters can be used
to pass additional context information from the current control flow to this iterator
method. This approach to iterators offers a much cleaner separation between the
iteration code and the application code than traditional iterator schemes. All code
related to the iteration is located in the module containing the container and its
iterator functionality.

5.3.5 Design Guidelines

Stand-alone messages are also helpful as design guidelines during development.
For example, consider designing an interface for bounded stacks based on the in-
terface `edu.uci.framework.Stack` for unbounded stacks. The existing inter-
face provides the messages `push`, `pop`, `top`, and `empty`. The only message not
yet provided is `full` which indicates that no more elements can be `pushed`. This
reasoning leads to the interface given in Figure 5.13 on page 93.

However, this interface does not capture the intended semantics accurately.
Consider the precondition associated with the `push` message in Section 3.2. It
states that `push` only fails if we pass `null` as a parameter, but for a bounded stack
`push` should also fail if the stack is `full`. This insight leads to the interface shown
in Figure 5.14 on page 93.

Focusing on messages and their semantics, for example using a graphical nota-
tion as shown in Figure 5.15 on page 94, thus helped us to uncover an inconsistency
between the interfaces for bounded and unbounded stacks. While developers can
not be forced to design semantically consistent interfaces, we believe that concen-
trating on messages facilitates this process.

Note how introducing a new `push` message enables us to express the semantic
difference between bounded and unbounded stacks. The interfaces for bounded
module com.lagoona.thesis.iterator {

    class ArrayForwardIterator {
        any[] data;
        method void default() {
            int j = 0;
            while ( j < this.data.length ) {
                current => this.data[j++];
            }
        }
    }

    class Array {
        any[] data;
        ...
        method ArrayForwardIterator forward() {
            ArrayForwardIterator i =
                new ArrayForwardIterator();
            i.data = this.data;
            return i;
        }
    }

    class LagoonaIterator {
        Array array;
        ...
        method void action() {
            array.forward().print();
        }
    }
}

Figure 5.12: Implementing iterators in Lagoona by leveraging generic message forwarding for broadcasting.
Figure 5.13: A semantically flawed interface for bounded stacks.

Figure 5.14: An semantically sound interface for bounded stacks modeling behavioral subtyping.
and unbounded stacks do not conform to each other, which is appropriate if we intend to model behavioral subtyping [LW94]. However, both interfaces do conform to the interface \{f.pop, f.top, f.empty\} and thanks to structural conformance we can avoid explicitly introducing this “virtual supertype.”

5.4 Evaluation

To evaluate the Lagoona design framework, I compare it to a number of existing proposals for component-oriented programming languages and related language mechanisms.

5.4.1 Multimethods

Stand-alone messages and generic message forwarding can be related to the concept of multimethods [BKK+86, Moo86]. Multimethods, also called generic functions, generalize “regular” methods in that they are dispatched on multiple receiver objects simultaneously instead of a single one.
In a language supporting multimethods, such as Cecil [Cha97], stand-alone messages can be “emulated” by introducing an additional dispatch parameter modeling the originating module. Also, generic message forwarding can be emulated by subclassing the receiver to be adapted and adding the appropriate, more specialized multimethods with new functionality.

Despite recent progress regarding type-safety and modularity of multimethods [MC99], the concept is not yet supported in mainstream languages. Stand-alone messages are conceptually simpler than multimethods because they only rely on the established notion of modules and add no additional concerns for separate compilation. Generic message forwarding is also simpler to understand, however the concept is not as safe as multimethods have recently been made. Overall, the biggest advantage of the Lagoona design framework over multimethods might well be that it maintains the established object-oriented programming style and only “adapts it” as far as necessary.

5.4.2 Units and Mixins

Recent work on units and mixins [FF98a, FF98b, FKF98, Fla99] is related to Lagoona design framework in a more interesting way. Units and mixins also aim at the combination of modular and object-oriented language constructs.

Units provide a module concept that is more flexible than ours: Instead of fixing the import relations of a set of modules once and for all, units allow the composition of modules through separate linking specifications. This has several important applications, for example for the flexible creation of extended objects.

Mixins provide a variation of inheritance (in the sense of subclassing) that allows derived classes to be parameterized by different base classes. However, Lagoona’s approach to forwarding and composition already subsumes mixins: while for mixins the base class relation is determined when units are linked, in Lagoona we can actually defer this relation until objects are instantiated.

In summary, the units idea is very valuable, and we hope to explore the integration of a more flexible module system (with a distinct “units” flavor) into Lagoona
Table 5.2: Explored language design space for messages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method ∈ Type</th>
<th>Message ∈ Type</th>
<th>Message ∈ Module</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Method ∈ Module</td>
<td>Useless?</td>
<td>Modular</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in the future.
Chapter 6

Implementation

There is a widespread myth that a language designer can afford to ignore machine efficiency, because it can be regained when required by the use of a sophisticated optimizing compiler. This is false: there is nothing that the good engineer can afford to ignore.

— C. A. R. Hoare [Hoa73]

In this chapter, I discuss a number of implementation concerns for component-oriented programming languages, particularly for languages that follow the design framework developed above. I first discuss some general implications of component software for computer systems and language implementations (Section 6.1). Then I briefly describe two prototype implementations of Lagoona—the extensible interpreter PLAG and the dynamically optimizing compiler LAVA—and review the design decisions made for each (Section 6.2). Finally I discuss efficient techniques for message dispatch, an area where languages following my design framework require more general solutions than those commonly adopted for object-oriented languages (Section 6.3). Since I am mainly concerned with language design and not language implementation in this dissertation, I follow HOARE’s advice and focus on “non-pessimistic” solutions that achieve decent performance without sophisticated optimizations [Hoa73].
6.1 General Concerns

The implementation of component-oriented programming languages differs considerably from the implementation of traditional languages. It is not sufficient to simply implement a compiler and a basic runtime system, instead a complete execution environment has to be realized.

Apart from fulfilling traditional compilation tasks, this environment must at least provide for dynamic loading and dynamic linking of software components at runtime [Fra97a]. Safety and security concerns have to be addressed as well, for example by providing garbage collection to ensure memory safety [SGM02] and by verifying security properties of components acquired from potentially malicious sources [ADF+01].

6.1.1 Efficiency Execution

The efficient execution of software written in high-level languages is a primary concern for programming language implementation [Wir96, App02]. In bridging the gap between software and hardware, compilers rely on a variety of automated analyses to ensure source code is translated into native code that makes efficient use of machine resources [WM95, NNH99].

The concerns involved on both sides of this process are frequently at odds. While programming languages strive to offer sophisticated abstractions to aid programmers in expressing their designs accurately, computer systems perform most efficiently once all these abstractions have been elided from the program.

Figure 6.1 on the following page illustrates this mismatch between software concerns and hardware concerns with a simple example. The software perspective on the left side shows three abstractions A, B, and C that depend on each other, for example through some form of procedure call. Whether we consider these abstractions to be procedures, modules, classes, or components, the point is that each abstraction is isolated from the others as much as possible. The hardware perspective on the right side shows how the code generated for these abstractions
Figure 6.1: Mismatch between software (nice abstractions) and hardware (efficient execution). If the abstractions are components, even common optimizations such as *inlining* can not be performed at compile time.
should be laid out in memory for a pipelined processor architecture to achieve maximum performance [HP96, PH98]. Instead of the various branch instructions that a straightforward compiler would generate to cross abstraction boundaries, we would prefer not to have any branch instructions and to execute linear code instead.

In the case of component-oriented programming languages, the potential for traditional optimizations is inherently limited. The reason for this is simply that the analyses required achieve better results when they can examine a complete system as a whole instead of its parts in isolation. However, component software is by definition never “complete” in this sense. At the time frameworks or components are compiled, very little information about the configuration of the deployed systems they will be part of is available. This remains true even in the case of a software vendor who supplies a framework together with a number of components for it. The principle of distributed extensibility requires that third parties can isolate these components and either replace them or reuse them with other frameworks.

However, while frameworks and components must be deployed in a completely isolated form, nothing prevents us from “tearing down” these barriers once they have actually been composed into a running system. To enable optimization of component software, we therefore have to employ dynamic compilation techniques and defer many code generation tasks from compile-time to load-time. To avoid noticeable delays caused by time-consuming analyses and optimizations, we also have to rely on dynamic and continuous optimization that exploits idle time instead of interrupting the user’s workflow. Note that any component-oriented programming language will have to utilize such techniques to achieve optimal performance, the concern is not limited to Lagoona.

### 6.1.2 Convenient Deployment

The notion of distributed extensibility (see Section 2.1.2) allows any party to extend the functionality of a system at any time, including users of the system. For this reason, the process of acquiring and integrating components can not assume a lot of
technical sophistication and must proceed with a minimum of intervention. Component software should therefore be deployed in “binary” form [SGM02]. However, the word “binary” does not necessarily imply “native code” in this context. Instead, it stands for a combination of the following requirements:

- Components are internally consistent (i.e. type-checked).
- Components contain metadata about the required environment.
- Components can be analyzed and executed with reasonable efficiency.

While it is possible to extend native code to fulfill these requirements [Nec98], there is an additional dimension to consider as well: If component vendors have to provide native code versions of all the components they offer for several different platforms, the resulting management overhead can become a serious impediment. The binary form for component software should therefore be a portable intermediate representation that fulfills the above qualities.

The choice of a particular intermediate representation affects both the security of the execution environment as well as the performance of deployed components. Interestingly, identical concerns arise in the area of mobile code, where technologies like Sun’s Java Virtual Machine [LY99] and the Microsoft’s .NET architecture [ECM01] currently dominate. However, there is increasing evidence that intermediate representations based on virtual instruction sets are far from optimal for addressing security and efficiency concerns [ADF+01]. Intermediate representations such as slim binaries [Fra94, FK97], which are based on suitably encoded abstract syntax trees instead, seem to offer significant advantages without compensating drawbacks [SHF00, ADFvR01].

## 6.2 Prototype Implementations

Language design is interesting and even fun, but it does not exist in a vacuum. Design choices made must be validated and a straightforward approach is implementing the language in the form of a prototype interpreter or compiler.
6.2.1 The PYLAG Interpreter

I developed the first Lagoona compiler in 1998 as an extension to the Oberon system [WG92], but abandoned it as it became obvious that it would have only very limited impact. Since then, I have concentrated on an extensible Lagoona interpreter instead, the latest incarnation of which is implemented in Python [vR01] and code-named PYLAG for obvious reasons.¹

The goal for PYLAG is to serve as a platform in which new language features and various Lagoona dialects can be explored effectively, and to this end it supports multiple frontends. As illustrated in Figure 6.2 on the next page, all frontends translate Lagoona source code into a common intermediate representation, which is then executed by the interpreter.

Efficiency is not a priority for PYLAG, it indeed uses none of the more efficient message dispatch techniques outlined below (see Section 6.3). Instead, each message send triggers a traversal of the internal object and type graph, quite similar to early Smalltalk implementations [GR83, Kay96]. It does, however, enforce the type rules discussed in Chapter 5 strictly and can be used to experiment with new variations of the same.

The frontend for Oberon-based [RW92] concrete syntax is complete and follows the original Lagoona syntax closely [Fra97b]. A frontend for the Java-based [GJSB00] concrete syntax used throughout the dissertation is under development.

6.2.2 The LAVA Compiler

The LAVA project, headed by ANDREAS GAL, provides a second prototype implementation of Lagoona, exclusively for the Java-based syntax. Its architecture is illustrated in Figure 6.3 on page 104 and consists of a compiler and a dynamically optimizing runtime system, both written in Lagoona.²

¹Due to chronic instabilities in the actual surface syntax, PYLAG has not yet been released publicly. I hope to remedy this situation in the near future.
²To ease bootstrapping, LAVA is currently hosted in Microsoft’s .NET architecture [ECM01]. It is expected to become self-hosting in the near future.
Figure 6.2: Architecture of the prototype Lagoona interpreter PYLAG consisting of multiple frontends (according to the style of concrete syntax supported) and common analysis and backend phases. Arrows indicate data flow.
Figure 6.3: Architecture of the prototype Lagoona compiler LAVA consisting of a compiler frontend and a dynamic code generation backend including a profiler. Arrows indicate data flow.
The goal for LAVA is to explore static and dynamic optimization techniques for Lagoon [GFF02, FGF02]. The compiler consists of a scanner and parser stage, followed by semantic analysis and static type-checking. The output of the compiler is an annotated abstract syntax tree, which serves as a portable intermediate representation.

Previous work established such a format as especially suitable for dynamic code generation and optimization [FK97, KF00, KF01]. In particular, it simplifies both the code verification step required by the runtime system as well as the generation of optimized native code.

6.3 Message Dispatch

The central concept Lagoon retains from object-oriented programming languages is inclusion polymorphism (also subtype polymorphism), the ability to dynamically use objects of a subtype in most contexts that statically expect one of its supertypes [CW85].3 In language implementations, polymorphism of this kind leads to the problem of message dispatch which we can state as follows for Lagoon:

Message Dispatch: Given a message \( msg \) to send and an interface reference \( rcv \) to a receiving object, locate the method \( mth \) in the implementation type \( it \) of \( rcv \) that should be invoked for \( msg \). Since the implementation type can change with each assignment to the interface reference, message dispatch must obviously be performed at runtime.

Message dispatch is commonly implemented using various runtime data structures [Dri99, App02]. For most established object-oriented languages, these data structures are constructed by the runtime system when an application is started, based on information supplied by the compiler. They are subsequently used by code the compiler generated for message sends and usually remain constant for the execution of the program.

3 Note that the term implementation polymorphism would be more appropriate here since Lagoon restricts polymorphism to “many forms” of (concrete) implementation types that can be used where “one form” of (abstract) interface type is expected.
Message dispatch has been studied extensively for a variety of object-oriented programming languages \cite{Dri93, VH94, DH95, ZCC97, LM98, CC99, SHR+00} and is closely related to the problem of type inclusion required for runtime type tests and type casts \cite{VHK97}. However Lagoon’s object model differs from the “standard model” significantly enough to make many of these techniques difficult to apply.

In the following, I address the implementation of message dispatch and type inclusion for Lagoon without concern for possible dynamic optimizations. The LAVA project (see Section 6.2.2) focuses on these advanced implementation issues with the goal of making Lagoon competitive with other aggressively optimizing implementations of object-oriented programming languages \cite{GFF02, FGF02}.

However, even in light of more sophisticated approaches, conservative techniques still have a number of advantages. First and foremost, they are needed for environments such as embedded systems, in which dynamic optimization is still deemed too expensive (see Section 7.6). Second, they make execution times for basic operations such as message sends are much more predictable, which is important for real-time systems. Finally, sticking to a conservative approach simplifies the compiler and the runtime system considerably, which tends to influence its reliability—or at least our confidence in its reliability—positively.

6.3.1 Basic Dispatch Techniques

Since message dispatch is a pervasive operation in object-oriented programs, its efficiency is of primary concern. In early Smalltalk implementations \cite{GR83, Kay96}, each message send would trigger a traversal of the internal object and class graph, leading to comparatively low performance. However, the problem was soon addressed in various ways, either through the use of hashing selectors (message sends in Smalltalk terminology), caching previous results, or the use of tables that linearize the graphs involved for faster access \cite{DS84, SUH86, Atk86}.

The use of dispatch tables has been most widely adopted for object-oriented programming languages such as C++ \cite{Str00}, Java \cite{GJSB00}, or Lagoon’s ancestor Oberon \cite{RW92}. While table-based techniques are not necessarily the most efficient
solution for all scenarios, they do have the advantage of predictable, constant time performance. Figure 6.4 on the next page illustrates the basic strategies for table-based dispatch.

The problem of finding the appropriate method to invoke given a message and an implementation type naturally leads to the idea of using a two-dimensional table as shown in Figure 6.4(a). Messages as well as implementation types are assigned unique identifiers, usually small integers, and the compiler emits code indexing this table to perform message dispatch. Depending on the amount of “dynamism” in the object model of the underlying language, various tradeoffs for assigning and obtaining these unique identifiers arise.

• Assigning Unique Identifiers:
  – In a closed system, where the compiler can perform global analysis, all identifiers can be assigned statically by the compiler.
  – In an open system, where new messages and implementation types can appear at runtime, all identifiers have to be assigned dynamically by the runtime system.

• Obtaining Unique Identifiers:
  – If messages are first-class citizens, each message reference must contain a message identifier at runtime.
  – If objects are first-class citizens, each object reference must contain a type identifier at runtime.

This model of dispatch is more general than usually discussed, but we will need it to better understand the tradeoffs made for Lagoon in the following.

Several comments are in order at this point: First, Lagoon obviously assumes open systems and we therefore have to postpone assignment of unique identifiers to runtime. However, the code emitted for a module also requires locally unique identifiers, which have to be mapped to globally unique ones at runtime.4

4Assuming static compilation; using dynamic compilation we can avoid this additional mapping.
Figure 6.4: Basic data structures for message dispatch. A sparse table mapping (message, implementation type) pairs to methods (a). Slicing the table by implementation type (b). Slicing the table by message (c). The dispatch process in its most general form (d); “+” should be read as “index dispatch table,” not as literal addition.
Second, Lagoona’s messages are not first-class citizens in the usual sense of that term, i.e. they can not be assigned to variables (or passed to and returned from procedures). Nevertheless, a form of “message reference” is used as part of generic message forwarding, where the identifier current opaquely refers to the “currently active message” without information about its actual identity (see Chapter 4 and Chapter 5).\(^5\) I’ll return to this issue in Section 6.3.5 below.

Finally, the explicit mention of “first-class objects” might seem confusing. If objects were not first-class, we would not have to consider the problem of message dispatch at all, since the exact implementation type would be known at compile-time. However, Lagoona’s rules for implementation types, namely that they can not be used polymorphically with other implementation types, enable us to avoid message dispatch at runtime in exactly this sense.

Figure 6.4(d) illustrates the most general case of message dispatch in this model. Message references as well as object references require a tag containing their globally unique identifier in addition to their actual data contents. The compiler emits code to dereference both pointers, obtain both tags, and index the dispatch table to invoke the appropriate method. As pointed out above, Lagoona’s object model allow us to avoid either or even both of these separate tags in certain situations. These peculiar requirements are the primary reasons why established dispatch techniques can not be applied to Lagoona in a straightforward way.

Two-dimensional dispatch tables as shown in Figure 6.4(a) are usually sparse since most implementation types only support a comparatively small number of messages. The only exception to this general rule are special messages such as initialize and finalize. Various approaches for reducing the size of this dispatch table have been explored before, see for example [Dri99] for a survey. Approaches based on compression of the table often rely on global information and are therefore not an ideal fit in open systems. Furthermore they often can require a complete rebuilding of the compressed table when new messages or im-

\(^5\)However, we have recently experimented with first-class messages for Lagoona to explore its application to parallel and distributed systems as well as to support more fine-grained routing of messages through reflective capabilities [WY88, Tem94].
plementation types are loaded. A more common technique to reduce the size of the dispatch table is to slice it, either by implementation type or by message. These two options are illustrated in Figure 6.4(b) and Figure 6.4(c) respectively, and the former is used regularly in object-oriented programming languages such as C++ [Str00] and Java [GJSB00].

The basic idea is to replace the “type tag” of each object with a pointer to an appropriate portion of the dispatch table directly (or alternatively, to replace the “message tag” of a message in a similar way). In established object-oriented languages this idea works well because inheritance induces a tree structure in which subclasses have at least the methods their superclasses have, possibly more. Since these languages do not separate subtyping from subclassing (and hence messages from methods), a unique offset can be assigned to each method in such a table. In Lagoona, however, we can not assign identical offsets to identical messages when they are part of different implementation types. This is illustrated in Figure 6.4 on page 108 by the varying offsets that messages of the “same color” receive in different type-based dispatch tables (and a symmetric problem exists for message-based slices). After this lengthy background on message dispatch, I will now turn to the specific techniques for languages following the Lagoona design framework.

### 6.3.2 Building Dispatch Data Structures

Implementing message dispatch for Lagoona requires keeping track of all messages and implementation types (including methods) currently loaded. As will become obvious below, we also need to keep track of interface types which do not appear explicitly in the model sketched above. Figure 6.5 on the next page illustrates the following discussion of the basic data structures.

When a module is loaded, each of the messages it declares is entered into a global message table and given a unique identifier. Note that it is not necessary to check for potential duplicates during this process since messages imported from

---

6Note that we can not leave “holes” in these tables, otherwise we would not save space compared to the full two-dimensional table.
other modules can not be re-exported. For each implementation type, a descriptor containing the unique identifiers of each implemented messages as well as a pointer to the relevant method is allocated. In this descriptor, the first three slots are reserved for the default, initialize, and finalize methods, while the remaining slots are sorted by message identifier to obtain a canonical form of the dispatch table. As with messages, each implementation type is also entered into a global table and given a unique identifier.

In the case of interface types, however, the process of building the dispatch data structures is somewhat more involved. The actual descriptors themselves consist of the unique identifiers of all messages the type mandates, sorted as in the case of implementation types. However, since interface types utilize structural conformance, we need to take care not to create duplicate entries for types that are
introduced in separate declarations but which are structurally identical. We use a separate hash table data structure not shown in Figure 6.5 to detect duplicates in the following way. After building a descriptor for the interface type, we compute a hash value over the identifiers of all messages the type mandates. For this to work, it is important that descriptors are built in a canonical, sorted form. If the descriptor is not a duplicate, it is inserted into the hash table, otherwise the descriptor found in the hash table is used. We also insert interface types into the global type table for certain optimizations (see below).

Note that the size of each descriptor table can be determined at compile-time, but the loader and linker are responsible for populating the descriptor tables with the appropriate identifiers and pointers.

6.3.3 Strict Message Sends

We have to distinguish two cases for the dispatch of strict message sends depending on whether the receiver is bound to an implementation reference or an interface reference. In both cases, however, we know that the message sent will be handled

---

The names of explicitly declared interface types could in principle be fully elided without loss of generality, however we currently retain them in object files. In the future, a better choice might be to remove named interface types altogether since they can introduce unwanted compile-time dependencies.
... B b; A a = b; Y() -> a; ...

**Figure 6.7:** Resolving the message dispatch for interface types at runtime through customized dispatch tables.

by the receiver because of type checking (see Chapter 5).

If a message \( m \) is send to an instance through an implementation reference of type \( T \), the address of the target method can be obtained already at link-time by accessing the descriptor table of \( T \) using the compile-time calculated offset (Figure 6.6 on the preceding page). This is possible since the reference can never point to an instance of another implementation type, a fact ensured by the type system. Dispatching a message this way therefore incurs no additional runtime overhead once loading and linking are completed.

To dispatch messages sent through an interface reference, a *dispatch table* has to be generated. This dispatch table maps the message offsets of a particular interface to the actual methods to be executed on arrival of that message in a particular implementation type. The set of methods to be matched to the messages has to be selected according to the actual type of the object which has been assigned to that interface reference (Figure 6.7). For every interface reference, the compiler allocates space for an instance pointer and a dispatch table pointer (dtp) used to send messages to the object hidden behind the interface. Thus, on the machine level two words are required to represent an interface reference.
Pre-generating all possible dispatch tables is a waste of space, as there are \( n \times m \) possible combinations of \( n \) interface types and \( m \) implementation types. Instead, the mappings are created lazily at runtime whenever an instance is assigned to an interface reference, and held in a global dispatch table cache managed following an LRU scheme.  

### 6.3.4 Widening Interface References

In certain situations, it is desirable to explicitly widen the interface of an object reference. In the message set model this means that messages are added to the set of messages the object behind a particular reference is assumed to implement. However, in the general case widening can not be verified at compile-time for obvious reasons.

The verification of explicit casts is performed at runtime using the type descriptors. The message set of the object addressed by the reference is compared to the message set of the type to which the reference has been cast. If the conformity cannot be verified, the object must be incompatible to the interface and an exception is raised.

### 6.3.5 Blind Message Sends and Generic Forwarding

For blind message sends (see Section 5.2) we first attempt to dispatch as before. If the message can not be resolved successfully, we examine the default slot of the dispatch table and if it is filled, we invoke it with the current message id as an implicit parameter in a reserved register. The original parameters of the message are still on the call stack, but not accessible inside default. Message sends of the form `current => receiver` are treated as a special case by the compiler, but not by the runtime system. The message id is simply used directly without a separate lookup. Through a chain of forwarding message sends, we can therefore avoid

---

8Note that this covers assignments that statically “look like” (interface type, interface type) pairs as well, since the second reference must refer to an instance and thus an implementation type.
duplicating parameters on the stack, which would be necessary if we implemented forwarding without a special language mechanism.

6.4 Summary

In this chapter, I outlined a number of general concerns for the implementation of component-oriented programming languages, reviewed two prototype implementations of Lagoona, and discussed an approach to message dispatch suitable for Lagoona’s object model in detail.

Not all of the decisions described above were “set in stone” when work on Lagoona began, and since work on dynamic optimization for Lagoona is still ongoing [GFF02, FGF02], certain decisions might be revised again. Furthermore, while the “essence” of Lagoona has been fully implemented and is expected to remain stable, we are trying to improve Lagoona further. Concepts such as first-class messages or a more flexible module system will no doubt have an impact on the implementation.

In terms of “lessons learned” the LAVA compiler, written in Lagoona, was particularly important. First of all, its existence demonstrates the feasibility of the Lagoona design framework. More importantly, however, it yielded valuable insights on programming style. Lagoona places a particular emphasis on the clear separation of interface and implementation, both regarding types and regarding modules. In terms of software evolution, it proved to be valuable that this separation is enforced to a greater extent than in most established object-oriented languages. However, in terms of programming, we repeatedly found ourselves tempted to take various “shortcuts” that would violate this separation but which would be possible in languages like Java [GJSB00] or C++ [Str00]. Also, we repeatedly wanted to use inheritance in the sense of subclassing rather than forwarding as available in Lagoona. I believe that these experiences are part of learning the style of programming that component software requires while simultaneously “unlearning” what we had been doing for almost a decade prior. As was the
case with previous software development paradigms, such transitions are rarely straightforward, but almost always productive in the long run.

Working out the details of Lagoona in terms of its implementation also proved to be harder than expected, for example in relation to interface types and their structural conformance rules. Our prior experience had been in languages where named-based conformance between types dominates. While implementing type checking for structural conformance was straightforward, the approach to storing this information in object files—in the sense of symbol files [Cre94, Wir96]—to support separate compilation was initially less obvious. We eventually developed the method described above, which relies on hashing to efficiently determine duplicate interface types, but initially we followed a much more complex approach based on automatically generating unique interface type names.

When the Lagoona design framework is applied to an existing language and its implementation, these problems a bound to occur again since most existing compiler technology relies on name-based conformance. More importantly, however, it may be difficult to achieve a straightforward integration of Lagoona’s concepts with the same elegance if the underlying language lacks a sensible module construct. This is true for many languages, including Java [GJSB00], C++ [Str00], and Eiffel [Mey92] that would otherwise be decent starting points. In the end, it may be the lack of modularity that these languages provide that might keep them from being used successfully for component-oriented programming.

---

9In this regard it is interesting to note that most formalizations of programming languages, even for those with name-based conformance, actually use structural conformance rules.
Chapter 7

Future Work

A fair conclusion might be that “why” is well understood, “what” is still subject to debate, and “how” is completely up in the air.

— Nancy G. Leveson of Software Safety [Lev86]

As is the case with most research projects, the results I have presented in this dissertation “naturally” lead to further questions, to be addressed in the future. Some of these questions arise from various shortcomings of the completed project, while others become apparent along the way, but can not be investigated in detail due to external constraints. In this chapter, I briefly outline some of the areas—both for Lagoona and for component-oriented programming languages in general—where future work seems most promising.

7.1 Static Typing and Message Forwarding

In Chapter 5, I discussed the design of Lagoona’s message send operators and showed that generic message forwarding, if allowed to be used as originally intended, leads to a loss of static typing. At compile-time, that is, when a component is created by a vendor, Lagoona can not guarantee that a blind message send will be handled in the system as it is finally deployed. I also explained that we can not avoid this loss if extensibility in terms of messages is desired.
Figure 7.1: A declarative form of forwarding to improve static typing in Lagoona. Forwarding relationships are made explicit instead of being “buried” inside the default method as arbitrary code.

If we accept this loss in extensibility and want to remedy the situation directly at the language level, the only possible alternative seems to be removing generic message forwarding in its current form. Instead of allowing arbitrary code in the default method, a more restricted, declarative form of forwarding could be used, making forwarding relationships more explicit. One possible form that such a mechanism could take is illustrated in Figure 7.1. Class B holds a reference to an A instance and declares that messages R and S will be forwarded to that instance unchanged. Message T is handled explicitly, presumably to “augment” its implementation in A in some way, but Q is neither forwarded automatically nor handled explicitly. Therefore A conforms to both X and Y, while B only conforms to X.
While the basic tradeoff between static typing and extensibility remains, the declarative approach has further advantages: It avoids the problem of “sudden feature acquisition” (see Chapter 5), and it also helps to make message dispatch more efficient since we do not have to rely on predictions about potential receivers anymore (see Chapter 6). The details of this declarative approach to message forwarding should be worked out to make a more informed decision as far as Lagoona is concerned.

7.2 Type Inference

The idea of type inference stems from the observation that types can often be determined automatically by the compiler, without the programmer declaring them explicitly [APS93, Age96, Sch95]. Trivial forms of type inference are used in almost all programming languages, for example when a compiler “infers” that the literal “1” has the type \texttt{int}. Similarly, structural conformance to interface types in Lagoona can be seen as a limited form of type inference: Unlike in “regular” object-oriented programming languages, conformance is never declared explicitly.

In functional programming languages like ML [MTHM97] and Haskell [PJ03], type inference has been generalized much further, to the point where it has become an “essential” aspect of the “programming experience.” In these languages, types are inferred from the way identifiers are actually used, including types of functions. For example, a function \texttt{id} that simply returns its argument would be given a type of the form

\[
\text{id} : \text{any} \rightarrow \text{any}
\]

while a function \texttt{min} that returns the smaller of its two arguments would receive a type of the form

\[
\text{min} : \text{ordered} \times \text{ordered} \rightarrow \text{ordered}
\]

instead. These types are inferred from the \textit{implementation} of their corresponding functions: \texttt{id} does not apply operation to its argument and thus “works” for any
type, while \( \text{min} \) needs to compare its arguments using a \textless\ operation, which is defined only for \textit{ordered} types.

For Lagoona, type inference in this style would enable \textit{feedback} about minimal typing (Section 5.3.2). Consider a variable \( x \) of some interface type \( X \). If inside a certain scope we only send two of the 27 messages supported by \( X \) through \( x \), the compiler could issue a warning and suggest to use a smaller interface type instead. Note, however, that we can \textit{not} propagate inferred types \textit{across} module boundaries. The problem with this is that a change in the implementation could trigger a change in the type of a parameter, which could in turn break independently developed components. In Lagoona, type inference would therefore take a different form than in established functional languages, besides having to deal with imperative features of course. Instead of inferring types purely “bottom-up,” we need to infer types “top-down” as well. The problem we are left with is illustrated in Figure 7.2 on the next page, and it should prove interesting to investigate whether more efficient type inference algorithms can be found for this special case.

Besides using type inference to provide feedback for programmers, the idea might also be helpful to improve static typing in the presence of forwarding (see Chapter 5 and Section 7.1). Combined with basic data-flow analysis results, a type inference algorithm could conservatively approximate the possible sets of messages that will be handled through forwarding. Note that it is important to find an \textit{efficient} type inference algorithm since this analysis can only be performed accurately at load-time or run-time in the system as it is finally deployed. The results of such an analysis would in turn help to perform more effective dynamic optimizations [Joh86, Atk86, BG93, APS93, ZCC97].

### 7.3 Dynamic Optimization

The dynamic optimizations performed by the LAVA compiler help Lagoona’s performance significantly, especially regarding message dispatch for strict message sends (see Chapter 5). However, they are currently less successful in the case of
Figure 7.2: The “limited” type inference problem in Lagoona. Arrows into an abstraction represent the “maximum set” of messages possible (i.e. declared type), arrows out of an abstraction represent the “actual set” of messages used by the implementation (i.e. inferred type).
blind message sends that occur during generic message forwarding. There are two reasons for this, both of which should be addressed in the future.

First, as pointed out in Section 7.1 and Section 7.2 above, improvements in Lagoona that would lead to tighter results for type-checking would help in optimizing these message sends further. Ideally, we would be able to predict the eventual target method invoked through a “chain” of forwarding relationships as soon as an instance is assigned to an interface reference. The question whether such changes to the language, which potentially restrict the extensibility of component software further, are acceptable remains to be explored.

Second, the current LAVA implementation in many cases fails to predict less frequently used message send operations correctly, leading to the dynamic compiler “wasting” significant amounts of time in optimizing code passages that are rarely used. In other words, we need to improve the pay-off prediction process that we apply to the feedback we obtain from the profiler. Said feedback is used to make decisions as to which parts of a system are optimized next. One way we plan to address this is by developing an improved suit of benchmarks that focus on the various patterns of call frequencies possible, and ideally we would like to measure the behavior of “real world” applications. However, porting such applications or even existing benchmark suits to Lagoona is a slow process.

### 7.4 Aliasing and Representation Exposure

Composition, the mechanism at the core of component-oriented programming, is almost universally mapped to object references in programming languages (see Section 2.2). In contrast to object-oriented programming, where inheritance in the sense of subclassing dominates, composition is also the standard approach to reuse in component-oriented programming. However, whereas inheritance is a “static” mechanism resolved at compile-time, composition is a “dynamic” mechanism. In this context, it becomes important to address issues of representation exposure and abstract aliasing directly at the level of programming languages [DLN98].
Consider the implementation of a class Stack once again. If we want to avoid implementing the actual data structure used inside this class, we have to obtain a reference to a suitable data structure from elsewhere. An obvious choice is to specify this data structure using an interface type, and to require a conforming object reference in the initializer. However, another part of the system could retain this object reference and thus break the abstraction a Stack promises. For example, if an instance of some List class is passed, the internal state of the Stack could be changed in unexpected ways through a retained List reference.

Several language mechanisms addressing various aspects of this problem have been proposed in recent years [Alm97, Lei98, CPN98, VB99, BR00, MPH00]. For Lagoona, I plan to either adopt an existing mechanism or (if none are suitable) design a customized mechanism in the near future. The static guarantees about possible dynamic aliasing relationships provided by such a mechanism should not only simplify reasoning about the correctness of component software, they should also prove helpful for certain code optimizations.

7.5 Versioning and Configuration Management

Software components retain their autonomous character even after they have been deployed as part of a software system. While this facilitates the addition, removal, and modification of components by third parties, it also creates new versioning and configuration management issues.

Traditionally, research in software configuration management has focused on assisting software vendors who work with source code and related artifacts, and who execute related development processes [Tic88, Tic92, CW98]. Versioning and configuration management support for software consumers and third parties is a relatively recent topic of interest, and would be especially beneficial for component-oriented programming.

Existing approaches to this kind of support often rely on meta data descriptions that are distinct from source code. For example, the Software Dock infrastructure
[HHW99], which addresses deployment-related activities such as release, install, update, and reconfigure, relies on deployable software descriptions (DSDs) written in a specialized declarative language. Other systems leverage existing research in software architectures [OMT98, KM98] and rely on architecture description languages (ADLs). The additional tools necessary to process these descriptions are often not integrated well with the underlying operating system or programming language, providing only a partial solution.

I believe that some—if not all—mechanisms to support deployment-side versioning and configuration management can be integrated into component-oriented programming languages and their runtime systems. In modular programming languages, symbol files are traditionally responsible for ensuring the version consistency of modules before they are loaded and linked [LS79, Cre94], and recent work suggests that versioning can indeed be lifted to the language level [Sew01]. Such an integration would simplify software maintenance since separate formalism such DSDs or ADLs become unnecessary. Furthermore, it would allow the compiler to leverage the additional information for optimizations.

7.6 Real-Time Programming and Embedded Systems

In order to become a “full-fledged” software development paradigm on par with structured, modular, and object-oriented programming, the ideas of component-oriented programming must be applicable universally. The domain of real-time and embedded systems seems particularly challenging in this regard.

On the one hand, available resources are extremely constrained: How could we ever hope to provide an execution environment supporting dynamic loading, compilation, linking, and possibly even optimization on a simple micro-controller? On the other hand, the flexibility afforded by component software would be especially beneficial in this domain. Embedded systems are often produced in great quantities, and, at this point in time, they are pervasive. The possibility of dynamically upgrading a system, in case of an urgent safety or security issue say, would
therefore be helpful to both producers and consumers of such systems.

As part of my dissertation research, I briefly investigated the suitability of Lagoona for this domain [FFK99]. The only positive result, however, was an elegant approach to schedule “non-essential” computations in the face of hard deadlines. Given the (potential) benefits and (certain) challenges, I hope to investigate component-oriented programming for real-time embedded systems in more detail.
Chapter 8

Summary

Writing this sort of report is like building a big software system. When you’ve done one you think you know all the answers and when you start another you realize you don’t even know all the questions.

— Brian Randell [BR70]

Although Randell’s words of wisdom already make me worried about my next research publication, I am still glad to finally reach the last chapter of this one. In it, I summarize what has been achieved (Section 8.1), what remains to be improved (Section 8.2), and what can be learned from the Lagoona project (Section 8.3).

8.1 Achievements

In this dissertation, I developed a novel design framework for the organizational structure of component-oriented programming languages. The framework can be applied to type-safe core languages with arbitrary computational structure and is thus reusable. The Lagoona family of programming languages has been developed by applying the framework to the core of Oberon [RW92] and Java [GJSB00].

The framework is based on two novel language mechanisms, namely stand-alone messages and generic message forwarding. Stand-alone messages are bound to sealed modules instead of extensible types and therefore have globally unique
identities. Stand-alone messages allow languages implementing the framework to guarantee the following two properties:

**Interface Combination**: Any combination of two or more interface types is itself a valid interface type preserving all constituent messages.

**Interface Conformance**: Conformance between interface and implementation types is structural yet safe down to the level of constituent messages.

Both of these properties are required for programming languages that need to support the principle of distributed extensibility at the core of component-oriented programming. Both of these properties do not require any additional language mechanisms besides stand-alone messages.

Generic message forwarding is a compositional black-box code reuse mechanism for adapting and extending implementation types. Compared to inheritance or delegation, it does not suffer from the fragile base class problem. Compared to forwarding without explicit language support, it is more convenient to use and can be more efficient as well.

I have illustrated the utility of these mechanisms and the design framework in terms of minimal typing, retroactive supertyping, component reentrance, iteration abstraction, and component framework extensibility.

I have shown that the Lagoona framework occupies a previously unexplored point in the design space of programming languages and sheds new light on the exact combination of features from modular and object-oriented languages required for component-oriented programming. In particular, separating messages from methods can be viewed as another step towards the separation of concepts subsumed by classes in traditional object-oriented languages. Previous results in this direction include the separation of interface and implementation types (subtyping and subclassing) [Sny86] and the separation of modules from types [Szy92],
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which both are by now widely accepted. I have also shown how Lagoona’s mecha-
nisms can be implemented efficiently without undue overhead, sometimes even
with definite performance advantages over established object-oriented languages.
I have clarified the difference in expressive power between forwarding and recur-
sive code reuse mechanisms such as inheritance and delegation that are unsuitable
for component-oriented programming. I have also clarified the tradeoff between
the level of extensibility required in a component framework and the level of type
safety that can be guaranteed for it.

In summary, I hope that the design framework developed in this dissertation
will enable future research on component-oriented programming languages to
proceed with better focus and thus more productively.

8.2 Shortcomings

Although languages based on the Lagoona design framework provide numerous
advantages for component-oriented programming, there are several “remaining
troublespots” as well.

Regarding stand-alone messages, the very fact that they are globally unique
could turn out to be problematic since it might lead to an “explosion” of messages.
Consider, for example, the problem faced by component vendors if there are 300
different messages defined for a certain operation, all with identical semantics, yet
all unique by design of the mechanism. I have discussed this problem briefly in
Section 3.4.7, Chapter 5, and Chapter 7, but possible mechanisms to avoid it seem
less important than the question of whether it would actually arise. For obvious
reasons, this can not be evaluated conceptually, a strategy that I have otherwise
preferred in this dissertation. Instead, it will be necessary to collect experimental
evidence and return to the issue in the future.

In the case of generic message forwarding, however, several conceptual prob-
lems regarding the safety and efficiency of the mechanism remain. As discussed in
Chapter 4, generic message forwarding and the related concept of blind message
sends can not be statically checked. However, as pointed out there as well, this is a necessary consequence of the principle of distributed extensibility combined with the desire to allow extensibility even with regard to the messages exchanged through a component framework. Nevertheless, the problem of accidental feature acquisition seems quite troubling. Again, it is difficult to evaluate the actual problems caused by the use of generic message forwarding in this regard conceptually. The same applies regarding the efficiency of generic message forwarding. While it is obviously more expensive to forward messages along a chain of receivers than to dispatch within an inheritance hierarchy, it should be noted that forwarding affords much more flexibility. Furthermore, providing generic message forwarding on the language level is actually more efficient than implementing it “by hand” with regular message sends (see Chapter 6). I have outlined two possible approaches to these issues in Section 7.1 and Section 7.2, yet experimental evidence would surely be important here as well.

8.3 Conclusions

Time spent on the design of programming languages is frequently considered “time wasted” by those with a particularly “pragmatic” attitude. This is especially true in case of academic exercises such as this one, which can not reasonably be expected to “pay off” within a few years, and, in fact, may never do so.

If I had been discouraged by this several years ago, I certainly would not have learned as much about either programming languages or component software as I tried to share in this dissertation. This will remain true regardless of how well I was actually able to convey these insights, but I’ll try to work on that…

From this perspective, the most important conclusion I can draw from the Lagoona project is simply this: Programming language design is a viable and valuable approach to understanding new programming techniques and software development paradigms. Only when we try to “cast” the general ideas into concrete language mechanisms, and only when these mechanisms lead to coherent
programming languages, only then can we be sure to understand them.

On a less philosophical level, I believe the most surprising result of my work on component-oriented programming languages was finding a solution to the long-standing problem of “name clashes” in the form of stand-alone messages. In retrospect the solution seems quite trivial, but that hardly explains the number of trees that have been used to describe the problem. A classic article on programming in Simula contains the earliest mention of the problem I could find [DH72], and it continues to reappear regularly from then on [Sny86, Knu88, OH92, Mez97, BW00]. And of course it haunts and complicates most object-oriented programming languages. The second most surprising result is the wide array of applications stand-alone message open up in terms of safe structural conformance. I hope that at least these considerations will eventually “make it” into mainstream languages, following in the tradition of the proscription against goto [BJ66, Dij68], the case instruction [Hoa73], and the introduction of explicit module constructs [Par72, GMS77, LSAS77, Wir77].

Finally, I can not avoid to comment on the idea of component software itself. I believe the major result from McILROY’s original vision up to the much more evolved ideas of SZYPERSKI is that they challenge and guide research. I do not believe, however, that we will ever see a true “free market of software components” in which competition rules and the best components win the day. The reason for this is not a flaw in the idea of component software, it is simply the fact that there are no “free markets” in the first place. Of course I am willing to be proven wrong on this judgement, and whatever the eventual outcome, component software sure provides research challenges for years to come...

*It is the responsibility of intellectuals to speak the truth and to expose lies.*
*This, at least, may seem enough of a truism to pass without comment.*
*Not so, however. For the modern intellectual, it is not at all obvious.*

— NOAM CHOMSKY [Cho67]
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